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RUMORS MONGERED HERE
by Jim C. Warren, Jr. \

The southern end of the San Fran
cisco Peninsula is known as Silicon
Valley (or 'Silicon Gulch' to elektronikers
with left-handed tongues), although ~

unworldly geographers continue to
naively call it the Santa Clara. Valley.

Though hot and dry most of the
year, it leaks like a Nixonian White
House. That"ts, rather than leaking
water - which is scarce - it.. leaks
rumors and technical tidbits . .. in a man
ner that strikes terror in the hearts.of
patent attorneys, and brings joy to the
hearts of industrial spies a.nd computer
junkk& .

The fact that the Truth Value of
these rumqrs turns a Boolean universe
into a continum with only one extremity
being True' in no way detracts from their
entertainment value. Thus, we herewith
dribble. out .to you, gentle readers, the
more interesting of the rumors . .. offered
as comic relief for our fellow technonuts,
perhaps occasionally tainted by truth.

lAnd, we must admit to some degree"
ofdesk-thumping frustration - for we do
honor the requests ofour sources who feed
us most tasty morsels, but ask that the
information remain 'off the record'. For,
after all, were we to fail to maintain confi
dentiality when requested, then our rumor
wells would shrink to a trickle and then
we wouldn't know what's going on.l

UNIX for Mere Humans

. We recently heard that Bell
Labs has finally made a move to
allow unwealthy, un-university
humans to gain the vol,umous
benefits of UNIX - at least through
-a wealthy middleperson. The word is
that Western Electric, the sales arm
of Bell Labs (or is Bell Labs the crea
tive arm of WE?) is now allowing
companies to purchase the right' to

continued on page 6

Faire

Further information on the
MiniMover 5, and a special Faire offer,
contact: Microbot, 1259 EI Camino Real,
Suite 200" Menlo Park CA 94025;
(415 )326-6997.

theat

5TH WEST COAST COMPUTER FAIRE
\ Conference & Exposition

\ on
Intelligent Machines for Home, -Business, & Industry

San Francisco Civic Auditorium & Brooks Hall
San Francisco Civic Center

Lots of Parking - It's a Weekend

Over 60 speakers
Over 275 exhibits

14,000 . 18,000 attendees expected

March 14 (Friday}, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
March 15 (Saturday): 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

March 16 (Sunday}, noon - 5 p.m. ...

.Pre-registration available at participating stores & clubs
At-the-door registration: $10

(Includes Conference Program & Exhibits for all 3 days)
Computer Faire, 333 Swett Road, Woodside CA 94062; (415)851·7075

Microbot's MiniMover 5, shown above interfaced to Radio Shack's TRS-BO, will
',demonstrate at the Computer Faire that it is armed to grasp the situation at
hand. .

The MiniMover 5 is a five-jointed inches per second depending on the
arm with a lifting capacity of ~ oz. when weight of the object being handled.
fully extended. Controlled by stepping
motors, it has a resolution of 0.013 inch.
The parallel-jaw hand grasps objects up
to 3 inches wide and may be positioned
inside a partial sphere with a radius of
17 i) in('hes. Top speed is from 2 to 12

GrabbersReal

The Source of Hpt News

Microbot will unveil its
MiniMover 5 at the Computer Faire.
This tabletop robot arm is a unique
instrument that attaches as a
manipulative device to an inexpen
sive personal computer. It enables
individuals or groups - such as
schools and technical-interest clubs
- to acquire hands-on experience.
with compu'ter-controled automa
tion, artificial intelligence, and
robotics. . .

The MiniMover 5 may be used for
such applicationns as: (l) computer
games, in which the arm moves game
pieces on command; (2) computerized
construction, in which building compo
nents may be arranged into a wide
varietyrof configurations or programmed
mathematical designs; (3) computer as
sembly, simulating automated factories
of the future; (4) computer art, utilizing
such direct graphic instruments as paint
brushes, felt tip pens, etc.

A complete hardware and software
package has been developed to run the
MiniMover 5/~0 version with the Radio
Shack TRS-~O Computer (Level In The
hardware consists of the arm, its power
unit, and a ribbon cable connection to
the TRS~~O keyboard. For interfacing
with other computers, the MiniMover 5/
~P version is controlled by a single ~-bit·

parallel POI:t.
The ARMBASIC software package

allows control of the MiniMover and its
hand by simple BASIC-like commands.
The assembly language motor drivers
and the Cartesian coordinate transfor
mations are included. Sample applica
tions programs for calibration and block
construction are available.

Most· of the news articles in this
issue that are not related to the West
Coast Computer Faire have been
-reprinted with the kind permission of
InfoWorld (formally Intelligent Machines
Journal ).

IW. is the only fast-turnaround,
biweekly newspaper explicitly serving the
miCTocomputer community and those
interested in inexpensive computing
capabilities. It is a valuable resource to
those wishing to keep up -with - rather
than keeping behind in - what's happen
ing in micros.

(Remember that all of the glossy
monthly magazines are feature-oriented
rather than news oriented, ant have a 2-8
month or more delay in publication of
artiples •.. that's most of a generation of s.
microcomputer. Use the mags for in·,
depth coverage; use IW for the latest.
ne:ws.)

Subscriptions are. only $18/26
issues (one year) in the U. S. IOut-of-coun
try rates available on requestJ.
Infoworld, 530 Lytton Avenue, Palo Alto,
CA 94301, (415)328-4802.
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Conference Session

The Personal Computer
Makes Overtures to 'the
Performing, MusicIan

The number of people 'able to do
computer music' has expanded
greatly with the introduction of per
sonal computers, freeing the field
from its previous limitation to a few,
large, expensive studios. Techniques
and commercial products have
developed for shaping the four, basic
parameters of a'musical sound: pitch
(what frequency is the note?), timbre
(harmonic content; like a flute?, or
something harsher?) ,duratiqQ {per
cussive, like a drum?, or ~oIl!f'nuous

like an organ?), envelope (initIal
attack, sustain while held, decay ,at
end).

The techniques range between
two limits: from making sounds in
software only, to doing it all in hard
ware.

Inatalk at the Computer'Faire,
Richard Higgins of the University of
Oregon Physics Department, will
survey recent developments in
electronic music (polyphony,
microcomputer control, dynamic
keyboards, and digital sound genera
tion), and new techniques in' digital
niusic development systems (additive
synthesis, FM or phase modulation
timbre, and digital filter music). A
number of recent advances are de
scribed which are familiar to syn
thesizer music performers but" are
unfamiliar to personal computer
users.

A personal computer is a
resource for music experiments, pro
vided that several gaps are over
come. SolutionS to two' of these
(dynamic keyboard, and software
real-time, musical, voice-synthesis on
an 8-bit microcomputer) are briefly
described.

Conference Session

Giving Yourself
The Business

Many people are lookin.g at the
microcomputer, and playing with the
idea of quitting their secular jobs and
going into business for themselves
with their micro. Tony Severa drop
ped out of the 9~5 job market togo
into business for himself in 1978. He
opened Tony's Data Service in
Vacaville, California, in March of
that year. He has since started a new
software company for the Apple com
puter' for beginning ownerss, called
Apple Orchard.

"Thoughts/ While Waiting for
, the Cavalry to Rescue Me," is the
title of Tony's talk to be given at the
Computer Faire,' describing life in
the wilderness, and survival tips.

Silicon Gulch Gazette
Computer Faire
333 Swett Road

Woodside CA 94062
(415)~51·7075

however, is primitive, due to the
limited capacities of existing ter
minals.

.Out of the PAN
& Into the Hotline

Breezy Approach for
Gathering Wind Data

'The Helion 'Micro-Logger, Model
100, a microprocessor-controlled, field
data _acquisition system, has been
installed at sites ,throughout the desert
area in California., This large array of
intelligent,data systems is being used to
coll~ct and process wind energy informa
tionin support of solar-based, energy
programs spgnsored, by the California .
Energy Commission.

Edwin Berry, the principal
n'leterologist conduCting the wind survey
said: "This is one of the largest field
evaluation studies being conducted in
support of wind energy. Data is being col
lected aneJ pre-processed in real time
over an area covering _35,000 square
miles." Edwin is president of
Atmospheric Research and Technology,
Inc.,. the Sacramento-_based consulting
firm conducting 'the wind study for the
Comission.

Wind speed and direction are
monitoredan'd prOcessed directly to pro
duce high resolution data s~ts w~ichare

data prE~selrJ.tatio:n.

for
other archives is being' refor
matted to correlate with new data as it is
collected. Thus, with the use of the
Micro-Logger, highly accurate predic
tion of wind energy is possible.

The Model 100 Micro-Logger is a
low-cost computer designed for field
resource studies. It can be configured to
monitor and process both digital and
analog signals from sensors used to
measure'. temperatures, pressures, wind
speed, solar insolation, 'rain fall, soil
moisture, and other environmental data.
Programming may be selecte~ to'either
partially process incoming information,
as in the case of the California desert
wind study, or fully process incoming
data and present the results directly on a
printer or store those results on mag
netic tape. "We selected the Helion
Micro-Logger for, its cost and perfor
mance advantages over other equipment
available", ,Edwin said. '

Helion 'is the -Brownsville, CA,
based firm that supplied the Micro-Log
gers. The firm is engaged in solar energy
consulting, and production of energy
conservation computers; Informaation
on Micro-Logger systems may b~

obtained from Helion, Inc., Box' 445,
BrownsvilleCA 95919.

People's Computer Company, of
Menlo Park, CaHfornia, and The Per
sonal' Computer NETwork (PCNET),
a San Francisc,o' Hay- area group, Continued Developments ,Planned
have have announced the, The PONET Project plans con
availability of low-cost computer tinued developments following this
mail support software for personal initial vers,ion of PAM, including:
computers. The software is currently • Improvements in, the error man-
available for the Commodore PET; 'agement capabilities of PAN. At
yersions for the other major personal present, the error rate of PAN
computers will be announced in the messages is about one error for
next few months. _ every five minutes of message

The new computer mail system transmission. This error rate is
is caHed"PAN." In Greek' not adequate for computer pro-
mythology, Pan was the illegitimate grams or financial data. An
son oftb.e gods' messenger, Hermes; error rate of one error for every
PAN, the personal 'computer mail two weeks of :message transmis-
system, was inspired by a sophisti- sion appears to. be obtainable

, cated mail system called "HERMES," • A "file transfer capability., This
developed by Bolt, Beranek, and would allow a complete program
Newman, Inc., for the DEC Systems tobe sent frpm one personal com-
10 and 20 computers. pute r ' to another over .the

PAN is a cooperative develop- , telephone. Because of thepoten-
ment of PCNET and TNW Corpora- tiallow error rate, the receiver of
tion., PCNET has been working on the program can be confident
the development of personal-com- that the, program will run suc-
puter-based telecommunications cessfully. This file transfer
since 1977, and has recently joined capability would allow 'bootstrap'
People's Computer Company, a non- loading of the PCNET pr<;>gram

itself over the telephone. 'To do
profit, educational corporation, to this; a very short program is
form the PCNETProject. 1 d d b h d h
Communications and Cost Advantages' oa' e y an, into t, e com-
_ The,' PAN' system offers com- puter. This short' program then
munications advantages over both manages the transfer_of the
traditional mail and the telephone, much longer PCNET program

, d t d t' "'t' from a remote cpmputer via the
an cos' .ayan agesover"'eJns lng, telephone 'line.~ythis.pl[ocess,
e",pensive, "electronic-inailsystemS£< the PCNET progra~""'ca,,'migr-
The advantages of PAN over,trad~J a"te' from comp,uter"o, computer.
tional niailservicesinclude: .

• Ghoiceoftimeofdelivery: either'· Other computer, links. The
-immediately, o.r'tagged' for ,PCNET Project hopesto experi

ment with media other than the
transmission at it specific time telephone system as the com-

.A signal from the receiving com- munication link between PCNET
puter, allowing the sending COql- computers. One possibility is
puter to mark the message radio, which ,has the potential of
"sent." markedly incresing the amount

P AN offers the following of data that can be transferred,
advantages over' telephone "com- while decreasing the cost. ,
munication: . A PAN program on cassette

• Messages can be sent during low tape for use with an 8K or larger
telephone rate periods. . Commodore PET can be ordered

• All received and transmitted from People's Computer Company
for $12. The package includes a per

messages can be recorded for petuallicense for the software, and a
future reference. user's manual; the manual alone

• The user need not be present to costs $2; PAN requires a compatible
transmit or receive information. modem, a telephone line, and a per-

• The system has a 'keep trying' sonal computer.
feature which causes it to wait Updates to PAN software, error
until the line is clear before reports, and general user informa
delivering the message. tion will appear in Dr. Dobb's Jour-

Cost advantages over existing nal of Computer Calisthenics and
electronic mail systems include: Orthodontia, a reference journal for

users of small computers published
~ Low entry cost -- by People's Computer Company.
• PAN uses th~ dial-up telephone Contact People's Computer

network Company, P. O. Box E, Menlo Park,
• Telephone charges can be low if CA 94025; (415) 32'3-3111.

messages are tagge d for ----------~---------------.....-------

transmission during off-hours
• PAN software costs $12, includ

ing the manual
• PAN is designed to run on a per

sonal computer, the average cost
The First Bug of which is $1500. circulation: 100,000 copies/issue

Captain Grace Murray Hopper The present PAN system is best Editor: Jim C. Warren, Jr.
reports that, while looking through for letter (i.e., English language) Production: Eric Bakalinsky
the operations log of the Mark I com- communications. PAN is designedso Advertising: Bob Jacobsen
puter,sne found the first computer that all existing computer terminals
bug. It was a moth, taped in the log. now in use in major universities and
It had been caught,_,' in one of the corporations can access PAN, systems Faire Chair: Jim C. Warren, Jr.

- Faire Maintainers:
electromechanical relays of the to read and write messages. Ter" Laura Reinheimer
Markl, causiing it to malfunction. Illinal-to~PAN comIllunication, Patti Mendola

')t-\.J( ~l""',:\.. J\.\,\\t~ ,,::,1" I ._~~ .. 'jf";\r«:t.~'j,'~ftr;ll~~>;iL'./"').}i- •.tt\..)41' ... ft •.•"-.. _;\.(.-(,_~'. 1~"I("!,\_.},:li' .. J,l',,,;, I '11 r ,Ii,." ) ~I~
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A~LIKE OPERATING SYSTEM
FORZ-80 MICROPROCESSORS
1. Multi-user & multi-process
2. Input/output redirection using'pipes, links, anq forks
3. User accessible.spooler & event queue manager
4. Powerful structured mac~o language for shell programming
5. WHENEVER, UNTIL, IF-ELSE, & WHILE shell cotrunands
6. Mountable, hierarchicai, password-protected file systerrlS
7. Global, group, & individual file permissions
8. Memorysupporr.from 64k to 1M; disk support to 4000M
9. Installed on Industrial Microsystems & Cromemco~3
10~ Compatible with software developed·on·CP/M@
11. Now available from iDurdon
12. Single CPU license: $350, support:$75/year

-

Conference Session

Operator or Operatee?
"Using. a computer should

always be easier than NOT using a
computer," says Tony Bove of Sybex,
Inc. In· his' talk at the ,Computer
Faire, .he will describe methods of
teaching an operating system to
"naive users," and outline typical
operations in a system using CP1M
(and the latest MP1M) as models~

, Tony says, "If you walked into a
stereo showroom with, your own
cassette, you could easily manipulate
any of the controls on the latest and
most expensive cassette recorders.
You shoud also be able to walk into a
computer, store and operate an
operating system. You should know
what to look for in a system, and

. know what kind of application pro
grams would fit well with' a particu
lar operating·system.

"During my talk, I will simply
. demonstrate teaching an operating
system to' ordinary people. If you are
a total beginner to computers, you

.should be able to understand and
even TEACH the fundametal opera
tions of a system like CP1M. "

At'ai/clMe nou,/rolJl:

YOURIDN: SOFTWARE
PRODUcrs GROUP

1133 Avenue of the Americas/New York, N.Y 100,16/(212) 7.10-5840

Special Retailers' Show-ing
At Computer Faire ,

UNIX is a trademark ofBelJLabofatories
tplM is a trademark oiI)(l.:'t',in~esC:ar(h'rnc

Figure Solar Energy
In a Calculated Manner

Dave Gries refers to those old
fashioned diagrams of programs as
"Flaw Charts."

SUNSIM·l' (trademark) program The Computer Faire exposition
calculates energy. from· the sun, and will be.open for a special' showing
shows how it· can be. used in the hom~. for retailers and exhibitor guests On
Anyone interested in the amount and Sunday morning, March 16~ from 10 "
use or the solar energy available in his a.m. to noon. Computer and
or her ~ome will find this program use- electroni~s distributorrs and
fut The program calculates th~ sun's retailers' may obtain a "Retailer"
energy in hourly intervals at any ribbon to attach to their admission
specified location on earth, and demon- ' .badge - allowing access to this
strates its use for domestic ~pace heat- special showing -, by 'requesting it
ing; cooling, and hot water heating. .on letterhea~ stati?nery .from the

The home energy .distribution 'Comp~terFalreoffice. . .
system is dynamically shown with, hbm-:diatelyf?lIowing the Sun
graphics. Cumulative energy and tem- di!Y. morning retailer .show, the~e
perature values are displayed including will· be an .' open meeting for com
solar energy collected and. us~d, backup puter retailers,. chai~e,d by Bob
energy used, thermal and hot water Moody (Alpha Inf~rmatlon·SysteDlst.
stotage temperatures, and more. Palo Alto), president of Western
Defau-It values' are" built jnto the pro- Computer Dealers AStlOciation, in
gram, and users can also input their own o~e. of th~ c~nference'halls of the
requirements for size of home, volume of CIVIC Auditorium.
thermal storage,' and area and angle of _....0.-__/ __.. -.---F-R--E.....E-.---.-_---
solar· collector.

Written in TRS·80 Level IIBasic, Ifyou would like to receive future
SUNSIM-l requir.es 16K bytes of issues ofthe GAZETTE, without
storage. Contact: Solartek, Box 298, cost, ancryou have not receive.d one
Guilderland NY 12084.

addressed to you with "from the
Computer Faire" on the label, then
please send us Y0l:lr name and
mailing address.

,Busing' for Transit

Mass-transit-system planners
in . Portland,. Oregon are using. a
$'2,500 Radio Shack TRS-80 to help
design a major rail' system for' the
Portland area. The applications
were described by Dennis Porter ina.
paper read at a conference of the
Urban and Regional Information
Systems Associatio,rt~held August 19
231 in 'San Diego.

The Tri~CountyMetropolitan
,Transit District of Oregon (Tri-Met)
has access to an' IBM 370/155,and
has used' that machine to develop
larg-s. systems/or \Teh~cle scheduling
and InformatIon retrIeyai. But the
planners dec'ided that'a small com
puter could have its uses, too.

Porter described three applica
tions being developed on the TRS-80
which will support planning for a
light rail transit (LRT} line Tri-Met
plans to run from downtown Borh
land to a suburb. Porter charac
terized LRTas "the modern evolu
tion of the streetcar."

Since the LRT will traverse
downtown Portland at street level,
the planners must give careful con
sideration to the line's effect on the
traffic flow. The first TRS-80
application supports this function.

Tri-Met planners run a simula
tion of anLRT vehicle's progress
along the .downtown .part of' the
track. The program, written by Tri
'Met staff in Radio Shack Basic, con..
siders the effects of stoplights,' pas
sengers getting on and· off, and
actual placement of boarding stops.
It displays its output th,rougha
schematic picture of the vehicle mov
ing in real time. The simulation is
being used to study the effects. of
various. design parameters, such .as
stopliKht timing, on the LRT system.

A second. program .analyzes the
consequences of various routes pro
posed for the LRT line, and considers
such factors as cost, number of
traffic lanes displaced, closeness to
places of employment, and travel
'time. After the properties of the
various routes hav~ been quantified,
the program weights them with
'importance factors' assigned for
that run, and comeS up with a single
sc.ore .indicating the suitability of
each proposal.

The.third program analyzes the
performance of various kinds of LRT
vehicles that might be purchased for
the system. Using' elemeptary equa
tions of moti'on, the program calcu
lates the travel time between any
two stations on the line.

Not all of the results are given
full credence. In particular, Porter
called the program which calculates
the merits of various LRT routes a
"debatable venture ... redQcing a
complex alternative with many
descriptive aspects to a single' num-
ber." .

But one of the primary goals of
the system is to gain experience with
a microcomputer, and. evaluate its
potential usefulness in transit plan
ning; Tri-Met is pleased enough with
the results to plan further enhanc,e
ments to its programs. Porter also
mentioned several 'new applications
Tri-Met was considering, including
one that would involve linking the
TRS-80 to the mainframe computer
as an interactive data entry and edit
iag~dev~ce.
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San Francisco's Civic Auditorium & Brooks Hall
San -Francisco Civic'Center "

Lots of Parking- It's a Weekend

R~gistration include,S
Conference Program & Exhibits for all 3 days

Pre-registration. available at participating stores & clubs
At-the~door registration: $10

5th West .Coast
COMPUTER

FAIRE

Take Credit For Attending
Computer Faire With Class, (UC)

. ,

,You Can Probably
Ketchum (ID) at Home

Futurists often predict that
tomorrowts office workers will have
communication resources sufficient
to let the~ work at home, seldom or
never visiting the office. Computer
conferencing systems may - he the
thing that 'brings that state of affairs
about.

During trials of the Institu,te for
the Future's Forum system, Gerald
Askevold, ,of the United States
Geological Survey, used it to super
vise work on an Alaskan mineral
resources data ,base, and to advice

, USGS staff pn administrative prob
'lems.He did both from ,his home.

How often did Mr. Askevold go
to the office? Probably, not often.
The offices he worked for were in
Menlo Park, California, and Reston,
Virginia. Mr. Askevold lives in
Ketchurn, Idaho.

Police Software:
Arresting Developments

The Law Enforcement Assis
tance Administration (LEAA) is
sponsoring development of a police
records system that will run on
microcomputers ana small minicom
puters. Called the "Police Opera
tions Support System,tt or 'Posse,' the
system shows the lengths to which
computer people will go to make an
acronym.

Posse is designed to give small
and medium~sized police depart
ments, serving populations of
100,000, or less,the ability to auto
mate their record-keeping systems
ata reasonable cost. LEAA plans to
develop a software package that is
general enough to be modified, to fit
various agenciest needs and hard
ware.

Individual po'lice deparfments
will have to pay for their, own equip
ment, but LEAA will provide the
applications software and documen...:: .
tation at no cost. In the future, LEAA .
plans to provide technical assistance
to law enforcement /agencies that
wish to installPosse. Over 150 polite
forces have already eXpressed an
interest in 'it, and 40 have said that
they would definitely participate in
the project.

Posse is being developed and
tested by the Applied Microsystems
Division of Simeon Corporation, of
Arlington, Virginia. A number of
standalone software modules are

"being developed so that systems can
be tailored to fit specific needs. The
modules will include a master name
index; records of offenses, arrest and
incarceration, identification, and
microfilm; crime repo'rting; ana'
calls for service analysis.

Other modules will include
youth contact, suspect/witness files,
~nd records covering property, per
son nel, training, and manpower
alllocatiion. The 'software will be
written in Cobol and Basic to facili
tate the transfer of programs bet
ween agencies.

Initial installation and testing
will take place at the beginning of
1980 in Simi Valley, California;
Grand Prarie, Texas; and Laurel,
Maryland. 'LEAA will provide docu
mentation including hardware pro
curement specifications and opera
tional procedures manuals.

1980

Pleaset mention where you saw it, when
you respond to' an ad in the Silicon Gulch
Gazette.

A Ca~t

On Our House,
AND on the Votes'

According to a report by United
Press International, the House
Ethics Committee has begun an
investigation into the recording of
,six votes for ·Illinois Representative
Morgan Murphy. It seems the votes,
which were tallIed on _the House's
computerized voting machine, were
recorded on July 30 - when Mur-
phy was in Chicago. '

, Congressmen register their
votes on, th~ system by inserting
plastic cards into slots at voting ter
minals which are placed at 4410ca
tions on the House floor. The com
puter then records the vote and the
terminal used, and identifies the
member's card and ,the exact time
the vote was cast.

Representative Murphy does
not recall whether he had his voting
card with'him when he went out of
townt.but a spokesman for' the
General Accounting Office said tha~

it would be easy for someone familiar
with the systeI11 to forge a card. The
Committee's investigation is not
aimed at Murphy, but at the fact that
six votes were recorded in his
absence~

In a related matter,Presidemt
Jimmy Carter has' revealed that he
keeps a printout in his desk drawer
with records of each Congressman's
vote on each issue. He said he would
refer to itto deal out political punish
ment if Congress failed to pass cer
tain legislation he. wanted.

Now if the people could only get
access to that same data base...

16,
Sunday

Noon-5pm

15,
Saturday
9am-6pm

* March 15: "What to look for in
computer products,"John Crai~,
publisher of InfoWorld,iind past edI
tor of Creative Computing, and
Kilobaud. -

* March 16: Panel discussion of
Faire exhibits with opportunities for
questions and answers abQut specific,
applications ofinterest to course par
ticipants, Joan Lasselle (course coor
dinator), technical writer at Hewlett
Packard in Cupertino, accompanied
by Gerald Baugus anp J?pn Craig.

The second course, , Computers
for Educa tlon," wiU explore
.classroom and other educational
applications /of low-cost personal.
-com'puters. Academic credi t
(optional) 'may be ~atned.

The course will 'meet from 7
p.m. to 10 p.m," Thursday, March 13,
at the UC Extension', Center" 55
Laguna St (off Market St), and' from
6 p.m. to 9 p.m., Friday, and 5 p.m. to
7 p.m., Sunday, March 14 and16, at
the Faire in the Civic Auditorium, 99
Grove St.

. Topics include classroom com
puting activities, specific applica
tions for elementary and secondary
schools, comp~risons of available
computing hardware and software,
computer~kit \iuilding at home or at
school and sourcesJof materials that
can b~ used with a computer. :

Course instructor will be LeRoy
Finkel, teacher' of, computer science '
at San Carlos High School and
DeAnza College. Guest speakers will
include JoanneColtnow, computer
consutant in Palo Alto. '

Registration fee for each coUrse
is $75, which includes admission to
the ,Computer Faire. For further,
details and enrollment forms, call
642-1061 in Berkeley, or write to
Letters and Science, UC Extension,
2223 Fulton·St, Berkeley CA 94720.

14,
Friday

9am-6pm

March

Two short courses 7 "Practical
Introduction to Personal Comput
ing," and "Computers for Education"
- 'will be given in San Francisco by
University of California's Berkeley
Extension in connection with the
Computer Faire. /' ,.

Both courses are planned to
help participants get the most oqt of
the Faire, offering guidance on what
presentations should be most va~ua
ble, and what equipment to ,examIne;
Sessions scheduled before, during
andafter the,Faire provide an oppor
tunity for preview, and, subsequent
evaluation of presentations and
exhibits.

"Practical Introduction to Per
sonal Computing" is intended for
people who have little knowledge of
computers and will offer a general
introduction to the 'subject with dis
cussion of current and future
applications. Emphasis will be on
personal computers.

, This four-session cour~e will
meet from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., Tuesday
and Thursday"March 11 and 13, at
the UC ExtensionCenter, 55 Laguna
St, (off Market St), andfrom 8 a.m.to
10 a.m., Saturday, and 5 ,p.m. to 7
p.m., Sunday, March 15 and 16, at
the Computer Fairein the Civic Au
ditorium, 99 Grove St.

Topics and speakers are:
* March 11: "What is a com

puter? What computers can and can
not do," Gerald Baugus, ,presedent of
Alpha Info Systetps" P~lo Alto.
"Computers and the future for the
average consumer," Jim Wa!ren,
drector of the DigicastProject, Palo
Alto, and chairperson of the Com-
puter Faire. " ,

* ,March 13: "'Current' uses of
computers and how they do what
they do, including an introduction to
programming, with a demonstration
on 'a personal computer," Gerald
~augus. /
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Call for further information:
VOICE:'(703) 750-3727 \ '
MODEM: (703) 758-0930 (300 baud)

Meeting someone during the Com
puter Faire? ,Arrange to rendezvous
with them in the left, right, or center
seating area of the balcony overlooking .
the main exhibit arena. It is a comforta
ble and uncrowded place in· which to
relax and wait 'n' ·watch.

The Lost Corral

Spare Loot for You
(or for _Your Organization)

If your. computer club, profes
sional association, school or company
departmen t or your
entrepreneurial self - wishes to
handle Computer Faire preregistra
tion, the Faire is willing to offer you a
discount. Any person or organization
that wishes to do. so may purchase
Faire prereg forms'and door-pass
badges in groups of 20 for $7 each
with a' 50% return privilege. (At-the
door registration will be $10,)

This· m-eans that you and your
associates (l0 or more; you can
return the other 10 for a full refund)
can (a,) attend for Faire for 30%
lower cost than on-site registration,
(b,). build your organization treasury
by offering Fairereg at more than $7
but less than the $10 on-site fee, or
(c,) become wealthy while offering
purchasers the opportunity to avoid
standing in the on-site registration
lines at the Faire.

Orders for prereg packets 
in multiples of 20 - may be placed
by mail or phone. The packets will be
shipped to you within two daysof the
order, via ·UPS. If payment 'accom
panies the order, the Faire will pay
the UPS charges. If you prefer, you
may order. C. O. D. and pay the
nominal UPS shipping and COD
charges. $140/packet of 20~ ,

, Up to a 50%refqnd (i.e. up to
$70 for 10 unused preregs) will be
ayailable upon request, following the
Faire. To claim this refund, .the
unused packets in their original con
dition must be returned to the Faire
offiees ,by April 17th (a month after
the Faire)..AU refunds will be mailed
on or before April 30th.

plus shipping
&handling

(FCC registration prohibits kits)

ASSEM.BLED I TESTED
Not a kit!

-so dBm sensitivity. Auto answer. Auto originate. Auto
dialer with computer-~ontro"eddial rate. 61 to 300 baud
(anywhere over the long-distance telephone network),
rate selection under computer control. Flexible, soft
ware-controlled, maskable interrupt system.

West Coast Comp\lter FaireS have been
scheduled through 1984 (we don't know
what's going happen, post-orwell). All are
planned for San Francisco's Civic Auditorium
and Brooks Hall -. the .largest convention
facility· in northern California. They will be:

1981 April 3-5
1982 March 5-7
1983 March 2-3
1984 March 21-22

Note: We are attempting to move to later dates in 'M2
onward, however San Francisco's convention calen
dar is absolutely packed, and - to our amazement .:...
we were doing well to get any options on the dates
indicated. .

• - We did consider using other facilities,
e.g. the Cow Palace or County Fairgrounds (great for
cows, but with little or. no conference facilities, and
we strongly feel that the information exchange in
the conference program' is a major benefit of the
Faires),San Jose Convention Center (delightful
place. but too smalD. and the new Yerba Buena
Center (so new it's never been built).

Faires Scheduled thru '84

If all curreent types ·of
electronic m.essage services,' includ-

. ing. TelexlTWX and Mailgram, are
considered, the current spending by
users on electronic mail is about $1
'billion,says the report, which pro
jects a 1989 market in excess of $4
billion.

International Resource
Development, Inc. is a specialized

'research and management consult
ing firm, which has produced more
than fifty major.ID:arket studies over
the past eight years. Research for
these studies, and for corporate
client projects, includes an on-going
program of interviews .and/question
naires .with users and suppliers of
computer/communications' services
and· equipment. In addition to pro
ducing m.ulti-clienfstudies, IRD has
performed major consulting ·assign
ments for organizations' such as
AT&T; General Electric, Centronics; :
Rockwell Int~rnational, and GT&E..
Further details on the Electronic
Mail in the .1980s:report, including a
free Table of Contents, and descrip
tion, are available from IRD at 30
High St, Norwalk CT06851; 203-866
6914.

WARRANTY

Write for brochure;
First Lincolnia Bldg., Suite B1
4810 Beauregard St.
Alexandria, Va.• 22312

LOW PRICE "et':)t:n 95 For Modem
.. • -'PV\.R7. - AND Coupler

HEMM-103 DATA MODE
AND COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER,

. 5-100 bus. compatible'.;"..------------------........FCC APPROVED HIGH QUAL.ITY
Both the modem and telephone system interface are

FCC approved, accomplishing all the required protective
functions with a miniaturized, proprietary protective
coupler.

One year limited warranty. .Ten-day unconditional
return privilege. Minimal cost, '24-hour exchange policy
for units not in warranty.

PotomllcMic,o-MlIgic,ln~~

AGEOFTaE
INTEGRATED NETWORK

Analyzing the new network ser
vice offerings from 'suppliers such as
Satellite Business Systems (SBS),
Xerox (XTEN), and Hughes, IRD pre
diets that by the mid-1980's, most of
the networks will include message
switching nodes which will have the
capability of handling ihtermixed
facsimile-type -and CWP-type traffiC,
tog,ether .with 'digitized. voice ·traffic.
"Although store-and-forward. voice
switching services will grow rapidly
in popularity .over the next five
years, the underlying trend in traffic
will be away from voice and towards
more structured ·types of message
communications," predicts Linda.

, The IRD consultants expect
AT&T to participate strongly in both
the store-and-forward voice market
(using its #1 VSS offering), and also
in the >"message -market (using the

. Advanced Communications Service
offering). "AT&T will almost .cer
tainly receive permission to imple~

ment ACS," believes Linda, "andlhe
current delay in implementation can
be attributed as much to a desire by
AT&T to pick the right political
moment for receiving authorization
as to'- the software problems which

, AT&T has claimed d~layed ACS. "

Electronic Mail Will·
Leave Its Stamp on the 1980s

By the end of the 1980s, users expected, to capture much C?f the
will b~speiiding more than $4 billion future desk-to-desk electronic
per year' on electronic· mail services message traffic. As a result,vendors
and, equipment.. Although the field of TBEM services ~ndsoft\yare, par
will probably be dominated by firms ticularly those tImesharIng c?m
such as AT&T, IBM, and GTE, at panies who have r~centlymoved Into
least fifty other suppliers -are theTBEM field, will probably be dis~

expected to· be active in more tban a appointed by the acceptance of their
dozen specialty Iiiches, according to a message services. The report points
recent report from International to the Datapoint Integrated
,Resource Development, Inc., a man- Electronic Office as the outstanding
agement consulting firm. The report" current example of the new genera.
entitled Electronic Mail in the 1980's, tion of multi-function .office com
predicts that the U. 'S. Postal Service ,munications systems, and projects
will participate in the future very strong growth for this segment
electronic mail market through new of the market;
and ambitious service offerings;

,however, the IRD.consultants believe
. that the USPS will end up with only

• about one quarter of the market.

NEW, "INTELLIGENT"
TYPEWRITERS,
TELEPHONES,'& COPIERS

Discussed in' the. report iis the
expected emergence of several new
types of devices for sending and
receiving electronic mail, including

. high-speed printers to be usedin con·
junction with the Satellite Business
Systems wideband satellite com
munications service. But the most
important elements in future
electronic' mail' networks will be
"intelligent" communicating'ver
sions of the familiar office copier,
telephone and typewriter,. says IRD,
which points to the availability
already of intelligent copiers ,from

" IBM, Wang. ana Sharp, and of
electronic communicating
typewriters from Exxon's Qyx divi
sion. Enhanced-function telephones,
with scanners and perhaps small,
calculator-type printers, will soon
appear on the U.. S. market, suggests
IRD.

The emergence of these new
communicating devices will spur the
use of electronic mail, but to some
extent this will be at the ,expense of
the market for facsimile transceivers
or telecopiers. Communicating word
processors, for example, are easier to
use and many times faster than even
the fastest business facsimile unit,
points out the report. According to
Linda J.Shine, of the IRD research
staff, "EVentually, the facsimile
transceiver will suffer the same fate
as the collator - facsimile capability
will become Illerely a feature orr
function of an office copier. Of
course, the facsimile transceiver will
not disappear completely, just as the
collator has not disappeared, but the
typical graphic transmission will
take place from an intelligent
telephone to' an intelligent copier.
The typical alphanumeric transmis
sion will take place between COl(l-

; municating typewriters or word pro
cessors, and there will be multi-func
tion networks (including AT&T's
ACS) which will handle store-and
forward switching. of· both s,canned
and ASClI message data."

Although the IRD consultants
expect-some growth in the use of ter
minal-based electronic. mail (TBEM),
such as the COMET service offered

. by Computer 'Corporation of
America, the newmulti~function.of

fice systems su,ch as the IBM 5520,

Xerox 860 a.?~u~,a~'~~.J0~~~JIEO...~:~ .~ .. ••AL.~._~:.......~_. •~._~~._~_~-=~rre~..~_~_~_~_~...~~~.~~_~-_~..~_~~~.~_~_:_~.~_~. ~~~~.~~~.~.~~~.,~,~.~.~.~'-~-~._~.~_!."'~'_~.J~''''''~.'''~~'''''.~''''''~:~9:...~' ~~.--"*41~"~;":.~"i~~~L<~__~~~"'~",""",,,,~''~_m·_·_·,",·,,",,~"--~
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RUMORS ...
continued from page'1

market UNIX as part of their com
puter systems . . . for a $35K-$40K
one~time fee. plus $50K advance
against royalties (the company, not
the, machine purchasers, has to pay •
it, and it can then be prorated over
many machines), plus a paltry coupla
thou dr so, per machine.

This is the full-blown, true-blue, '
honest Bell Labs UNIX - not some
home-grown· (or underground)
subset. We hear that there is at least
one company in· the S.F. Bay area ,
Onyx by name, that is busy having
the C compiler, then full UNIX,
implemented on their' Z8000-based
system. The system will include a
20+ megabyte Winchester disc and
tape cartridge backup. Rumor places
the end-user price of a small
multiuser system at about $17K-
$20K. _

(Sadly, and foolishly in this
writer's view, they. are not planning
to offer an industry-compatible ( =
IBM-compatible)tape drive. . .
meaning that all those potential
customers who'd love such a sy~tem if
they could' transfer massive files
back and forth between IBM
dinosaurs and real compu"ters won't
buy it 'cause they can't do it. Ah well
- that's the nice thing about those
kinds of companies; they're obviously
the kind that enjoy' creating a
market for some more responsive
competitor's system.)

For those not familiar with
UNIX: It is amulti-user, multi-task
ing (meaning one user can
simultaneously run multiple tasks or
programs) operating' system, ,origi
nally designed to run on a medium or
larger PDP-I!. Except for a very
small kernel-of I/O and interrupt
handJersthat are programmed in as
sembler for the target machine, the
entire system is programmed in a
very nice, block-structured (i.e.. simi
lar to Algol or Pascal) high-leve~

language called 'C'. . Not oll1y is it
attractive because of its multi-task
ing/user 'and C-based features; it is
particularly attractive due to the
massive multiple volumes of applica
tions software already part of the
system:

U ntH recently, UNIX .was
available at almost no cost to colleges .
and universities, and at outrageousl? '
high costs (without support) to prI
vate users. Perhaps .this new
approach -' charging much loot to
those' who can make a profit from
resale of the system (and, who will
offer suppOrt. for it, we hope) - is an
excellent a~ternative for getting

If <1,) you would like to receive free
future issues of our glorious Silicon Gulch
Gazette ·(worth at least every penny you pay
for it>; and (2"'> the mailing label on this issue
does not have', the mailing date' in square
brackets, then send your request to:

Free SOO, Computer Faire
333 Swett Rd '
Woodside CA 94062

FREE:
Get.Future Gazettes

$il~~ G~I£~3i~~,.3~f~~;I£B1j,.ci.:~~kL~ CA94062
-------------'-~-----:--------'-------..._...o::=_~-"'""="'__:_......--......------,The 'Scope of Conf~SatJion Speak at the 8th Faire

Current Measurement BriDging Computers It's too late to submit a paper for

T tb M presentation in the Conference Program
Phil~ps Test & Measuring Instru- ,0 . e asses of the 5th Faire, but you can get a good

ments re.cently announced the in~roduc- ' running start at the 6th Faire, to beheld
tioD of two, new,generjll purpose, 35 "Inexpensive and easy-to-use in San Francis.co in the first part of
MHz oscilloscopes with digital and com- microcomputers offer the possibiHt.y April, 1981. .
puterapplications. The-new portable of .expanded use of computers, both Re.quest a 6th,Faire Speaker's Kit:
oscilloscopes, the PM 3216 and the PM into new areas,and by people who Computer Faire, 333 Swett Rd., Wood
3218, have a maximum sweep speed of have never before considered using side, CA94062, (415)851-7075.
10 ns/div., and a'trigger hold-off facility them. But the expansion beyond the Deadline for receipt of completed,
that eliminates double triggering on naturally motivated population does camera-ready papers (for inclusion in'
digital signals, making it unnecessary to not necessarily' follow the introduc- the Faire's Conference Proceedings) will
use the timebase in the uncalibrated tion of new equipment or the offering be D"ecember 1,1980.
mode. f' ct· . d' .d 1The announcement stated, "We 0 new courses. er aln In IVI ua s
believe that, both the PM 3216 and the -are nat~rally ~ttractedio co~puters
PM 3218 will carve out significant - and qUIckly pIck up the skIlls and
niches in the test andmeasuring market vocabulary necessary to make
in that they, are fulfilling. a need for progress. But most people, whether
moderate-cost sco es which extend the 'because of lack of opportunity, low

confidence, or the high level of most
computer offerings, find it difficult to
gain this experieI!ce and knowledge
about the field."

In his,·· talk at the Computer
Faire, "Programming for Everyone:
A 'Rationale, and Some Teaching
Strategies," William Wagner of Mt
View" California, High School;

range of the widely accepted Philips 25 addresses the problem of.bringing
MHz instruments, and are suitable for computers to individuals who do not
an increasing range of digital and com- ;normally seek' them out, and whose
puter applications." experience, and opportunities are

It further noted that the PM 3216 limited. First, the reasons for
isa dual trace, single timebase model, broaden,ing the' scope of,. computer
while the PM 3218 is a dual trace, dual

-timebase oscilloscope also featunng an education a~ presented. Then an'
alternate timebase display, and added' argument is presented for the inclu
that with their introduction, Philips sion of elemen~ary programming in ,
Test & Measuring Instruments now' any such non-technical introduction
offers an extensive range ofeconom- to computers. Finally, two
ically-priced, portable oscilloscopes in experiences the author has had
the 25-35 MHz range, as well as in the teaching such a course are described
higher bandwidths. _ in a high school programming

The new oscilloscopes have a2 mV 1 . h h d
sensitivity over the entire 35 MHz band- c ass WIt no mat prerequiliJite, an
width, coupled with a trigger sensitivity in an in-service course for non-tech
of 1 div, and an. external ·trigger sen- nical adults offered through the local
sitivity of 200 .mV. In addition, a 10:1 co~munnity college.
attenuator on the external trigger pro-
vides,a very wide dynamic range. J Statistics Progr'ams

Both the PM 3216 and the PM
3218 can be operated from a wid~ range For the Person
of power sources including 110, 127, 220
and 240V AC (+/- 10%) in the frequency Of Average Means
range of 46-440 Hz, as well as 21·27V
DC. Anoptional24V battery power sup- ' Now available from Radio Shack is
ply permits p.ortable operation for field a system ofcomputer programs designed
and othe~ applications, with the power for the analysis of data in busness,
consumption only 30W. education, medicine, government admin-

Double insulation between' the istration" and other fields. Advanced
instrument and line allows both instru~ Statistical Analysis may be used ,with
ments to be operated without a ground Level II BASIC or Disk BASIC on a 16K
connection, and eliminates the Radio Shack TRS-80 Microcomputer
possibility of ground loop and hum prob- System.
lems. The Advanced Statistical Analysis

The PM 3216 and PM 3218 are system consists of 13 computer programs
ergonomically designed for simple, con- stored on cassette tapes, and a com
venient operation, -and feature a large prehensive manual which takes the user
8x10 cmscreen. The instrument weighs through each program step-by-step.
only 8.4 kg (or approximately 18.5 lbs.>. Each program in the system was written

Contact: Philips Test & Measuring to interact with the user andto guide the
Instruments, Inc., 85 McKee Drive, user in conducting statistical analysis.
Mahwah NJ 07430; (201) 529-3800, a Included in the system aare ten
North' American Philips manufacturing programs for describing data sets and
and marketing organization for N. V. conducting statistical data analysis; two
Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken. utility programs for preparing, updating,

North American Philips (NYSE) is and listing data files stored on tape or
a manufacturing and marketing disk; and a program to aid in selecting
organization with operations in con-' data samples.
sumer products and services, electrical/ Programs supp1ied wit h ,t he
electronic components, professional Advanced Statistical Analysis system
equipment and chemical/animal health are: Tape Data Files, Disk Data Files,
products. Random Sample, Descriptive Statistics,

Histogram, Frequency Distribution,
Analysis', of Varience, T-Test for
Matched -Pairs, Correlation & Linear
Regression, Multiple Linear Regression,
Time Series Analysis (two programs),
and Chi Square Analyseis.

For further information on the
Advanced .Statis~ical·Analysis .program
or R.adio Shack's complete line of TRS-80
software, contact: Radio Shack Com-

.puter Customer Services,-205 NW 7th St,
Fort Worth TX 76106.

Conference Session

UCSD,PASCAL
Software Club

,Wholly-Based
Bible_Study

Computer Assisted Bible study
is a new~ nonprofit corporation. Its
purpose, ' as ,stated in the CABS
Newsletter, is "to encourage, Bible
study by developing procedures, data
bases, and software so that a per
sonal computer in the home could be
used to speed up the, process of
physically locating related verses

,and reference information;"
Presently, the corporation is

working on developing a data, base /
, which. will include the King James

and Revised Standard versions of the
Bible. .Among' the applications the
group is workingon are a 'books of
the Bible' drill; a Bible subject index
for aid in writing tracts; a music syn
thesizer for use as a church organ;
and programs to aid translation of
the Bible into other languages.

A number of the group's mem
bers are working on different pro
jects including a methog of display
ing the Greek, Hebrew, and German
alphabets; establishing a standards
committee to facilitate the exchange
of programs and data within CABS;
and use of the data base for Bible
games such as "Who am I?" and
"What am I?" According to the
group's newsletter, "The Bible is the
food. The computer is the fork. It
can, and Lord willing, will, help us
get His word to our face. It is up to us
to eat."

Contact Computer Assisted
Bible Study, Inc., 19 Huntington
Lane, Willingboro, NJ 08046; (609)
877-8847.

"The- UCSD Pascal language
system is one of the most sophisti
cated microcomputer ,software
systems available today," says Dr
J ames Gagne, Datamed Research
president. "Because of the ease with
which one can write and maintain
high quality programs of most types,
from systems software 'to business
applications to games, it is becoming
increasingly . popular. .Already a
number of other Pascal implementa
tions' have appeared for
microprocessors, though none' so
complete. The UCSD system pro
mises to be the vanguard of an enor·
mous interest in Pascal in the com
ing decade.
, , In his Computer Faire talk, "A'

,INew, Minimal-Cost Software Club,
for Users ofUCSD· Pascal," James
will anno~nce a new service by
Datamed ·Research for users of Pas
cal, particularly UCSD Pascal (tra~

demark, the Regents of the Univer
sity of California). They are forming
a users group, very similar to the
popular CP1M Users Group, and will
distribute donated Pascal software
on 8-inch, floppY disks in bothUCSD
and CP1M disk formats, at a very low
cost.

James' talk briefly reviews. the
features "'of UCSDPascal, discusses
the existing Pascal Users Group and
why this Datamed Research service,
is required, and describes. the
philosophy anc:i logistics of this new

,software, sharing group.'



$11.95
ISBN Q-07.,Q06745-7

• Programs which may
be ron without altera
tion on the General
Automation or DEC
PDP-ll minicom
puters, or on an 8080,
8085, Z8O, 6502, 6800,
or 9900 based micro
computers.

• Ease of use on a small,
single-llsercomputer
with displ'llY screen
and one or more
floppy disk drives.

• A powerful Pascal
compiler which sup
ports interactive appli
cations, strings, direct
ac~ disks, and
seParately compiled
moduleS..

• A complete collection
of development soft
ware: operating
system, file handler,
screen oriented text
editor, link editor, etc.

ware Systems, available
from SofTech Micro-

. systems Inc, 9494 Black
Mountain Road, San
Diego CA 92126, is a
complete general purpose
software package for
users of microcomputers
and minicomputers. 11te
package offers several
interesting features
including:

There is anexceUentplace to ren
dezvous with friends and busine88 B880Ci
ates at the Computer Faire in San Fran
cisco. Arrange to meet them in the
balcony overlooking the Civic Audito
rium exhibit arena. Suggest that they
look for you in the left, right, or center
seating area.

MEET SOMEONE

Conference Session

Wonders of Pascal
LIL1,2Providing an introduction to
Pascal, Datamed Research president
Jam~s Gagne will elaborate on his
recent Kilobaud Microcomputing
article in his Computer Faire talk.
His introduction will cover: struc
tured programming, fundamental
concepts, data types, input and out
put, standard functions, .dynamic
variables, and a brief description of
UCSD Pascal.

"The microcomputer'market is
one of the growing markets in Japan
in spite of the low-growth economy in
the last several. years after the oil
shock," says Seiichiro Yahagi,Man
aging Director of Nippon Time Share
Co., Ltd.

'In his Computer Fairetalk,
"The .Microcomputer Market and
Users in Japan," Seiichiroreviews
current trends in his country.

Conference Se88ion

Microcomputer in Japan:
An Orientation

able reference tool for
creating advanced appli
cations. This book
features tutorial examples
of programming tasks in
the form of self-study
quiz programs.
The UCSD Pascal Soft-

UCSD Pascal System. For
the novice, this book
stepS through ·the System
bringing the user to a
sophisticated level. of
expertise. Once familiar
with the System, you will
find thE' guide an invalu-
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FROM START TO FINISH
PASCAL

"A large number of installed
systems work by fiat. That is, they
work by being declared to work." 
Anatol Holt

Voice NoDOtibt About
This Stre'ss Analyzer

The Truth Machine is a
IIlicrocomputerthat immediately
pinpoints deception by analyzing
inaudible'microtremors' in· the
human voice, accordingto Telestar,
Inc., of ,Wormleysburg, Pennsyl-
,vania.' .

Although p.olice departments,
intelligence agencies, and large cor
porations have quietly been using
voice stress analyzers for· several'
years; these early units cost several
thousand dollars,.making them out
of the teach of the average business
man. Telestar is now offering,. for
$149, a voice stress analyzer that it
claims is more reliable and sen~itive

than the earlier units,
The Truth. Machine measures 5

x .7 inches, and is sufficiently com
pact and lightweight to fit into a'desk
drawer or briefcase. A step-by-step
instruction manual is included. The
voice can be picked up by a built-in
microphone, bya telephone attach
ment, or by a tape recQrder patch.
cord..A simple digital display indi-

. cates stress in the speaker's voice,
and tens the listener when the
speaker is exhibiting stress.

, Contact Telestar,' Inc., 200
South Fron.t St., Wormleysburg, PA

. 17043; (717) 763-7882.

The BYTE Book
of Pascal
Edited by
Blaise W. Liffick
Based on the growing
popularity of Pascal as a
programming language,
numerous articles,
language forums and let
ters from past issues of
BYTE magazine have
been compile<! to provide
this general introduction
to Pascal. In addition,
this book contains several
important pieces of soft
ware including two ver- '
sions of a Pascal compiler
- one written in BASIC
and the other in 8080
assembly language; a
p-code intelpretet written
in both Pascal and 8080
assembly languages; a
chess playing program;
and an APt interpreter
written in Pascal, $25.00
Hardcover pp. 342
ISBN Q-07-037823-1

Beginner's Guide
for the UCSD
Pascal System,
by Kenneth..L. Bowles
Written bY the originator
of the UCSD Pascal
System, this highly infor
mative book is designed
as an orientation guide
for leamlng to use the

"As a courseware developer,"
says Silas Warner, I-havehad manyP:
requests along these lines: 'I have
written (or found) a great textbook in
xyz.If I put that book on the com~

puter, 'what will.I have to do to avoid
copyright problems?'

"To which my answer has
always been, 'If you want to put a
textbook on a computer, put it on top
ofthe keyset, and tell the students to
read it. It's cheaper that way, and the
student can take the book home.'

"One of the worst thihgs that a
computer can ,do is display long
passages from a book.It essentially
wastes the power of the computer.r------,-.,-----------------------------
There ,is no reason whY'a textbook
can't be packaged as part of a com
puter-based course, .and the com
puter assign 'homework' in the
book."

Sil)ls, in his Computer Faire
talk, "You'd Like to Teach the World
to WHAT?: A Guide to Writing'
Microcomputer Courseware," pre
sents a guide for writing educational
programs, testing them and making
them available to students. His pre
sentation covers: what is courseware,
what the computer is not, what the
compliter is, what are you' going to
teach? , how are you going to teach? ,
how to ruin CO\lrseware, nice touches,
programming your lesson, testing,
and out into the world.

Avoid Reg Lines:
Prereg for the Faire

A considerable number of
bookstores and computer stores are
carrying preregistration .packets for the
5th, West Coast .Computer. Faire. These
include the door p-asses' that· allow
immediate entry. to the co~vention

center for all three days ofthe Faire. By
pre.registering'through participating
dealers', you completely avoid the 'hassle
and wasted time of waiting in the on-site
registration lines.

Additionally,itis an excellent
opportunity to visit your local dealer and
see their latest offerings.

A .list of prereg. sites appears
elsewhere in this issue. '

Note: The Computer Faire does
not .handle' preregistration-by' mail.
However,a number of the prereg outlets
do accept mail orders - if you order
early enough (remember the speed ofthe
U~ S. Sria.il Service).,'

Trade AS80Ci.tionto Meet'
During 5th Computer Faire

The. Microcomputer Industry
Trade Association (MITA) will hold
its first 1980.·General Meetin" dur
ing the 5th' West Coast Computer
Faire in San·Francisco. The meeting
will take place in the Civic Audito
rium,on Friday .afternoon, March
14, begiDningat 6'p~m. <immediately

, following the c~oseof .the exhibits).
, The meeting is open to all mem-,

hers and prospective members .
anyone in the management of any
company addressing the microcom
puting industry.' This includes
manufacturers, distribu tors,
retailers, software houses, .pub
lishers, show organizers, and so
forth.

Programming is
Kidstuff.for Some
Primary Students

PROMOTES CREATIVE
&: LOGICAL THINKING

According to the
T. A. G. facilitator, Laura Zatz, "The
TRS-80 represents a challenge to my
students because it is something new
in learning and promotes' creative
and logical thinking. Even slow lear
ners can benefit from using the TRS
80."

The Woodland School has plans
for obtaining a more powerful ver
sion of the Radio Shack computer as
soon as state funds are available.
"The students are ready to forge
ahead with the. TRS-80 Level II.
They have found that computer pro
gramming is a fun way to learn,"
says Laura~'

The Radio Shack TRS-80
microcomputer is said, to be the
world's best-selling microcomputer.
It is being used across th~ country in
small businesses, schools' and homes
by all ages and for' a variety of needs.

. ·The TRS-80 is available at over
7,000 Radio ShacK stores and dealers
across the country, and in Canada.
Headquarters. for Radio.:Shack and
Tandy Corporation (NYSE) is in Fort
Worth,Texas.

'Computers are for kids - at
least that's what the 30 students in a
Talented and AcadEmlically Gifted

, R!"ogram.at the Woodland School" in
, Spot~wood,New Jersey believe.

These students 'in grades four
through seven, have" been writing
their own, programs covering every
thing from geography to graphics on
a Radio Shack TRS~.80 Iriicrocom ~

puter fot about a year now. They are,
part of a Talented and Academically
Gifted (T. A. G.) program that

. obtained a TRS-80 cQmputer in
January of 1979 with a grant from
the New Jersey Department of -------.--........------
Education: Conference Se88wn

Now, at the request of teachers Coarse Wear'1.,
within the school, the students are ...•• • •
creating and writing computer pro- "'" Course Where? • •
grams. for use in the classroom. The C '.,
programs are designed for grades ourseware.
one through seven in the areas of
mathematics, social studies, science
and language arts, and to prepare
students for quizzes.

A 'computer program has -its
beginning· with an' idea. This idea is
developed by the student until it
becomes a set of instructions for the
computer to follow. When the

, thought process is compl~ted by the
student and the idea has become a
plan, the program is ready for the
computer. '

The program - a step-by-step
set of instructions demanding deci
sion-making and attention to detail
- . is entered, into tll~ computer via
the keyboard. The students are
instructed bi-weeklyiil computer
programming in BASIC (the com-'
puter "language" of the TRS-80). For
homework they write their own pro
grams.

Because of their enthusiasm for
the TRS-80 and the S\lccess they
have had with it in the classroom,
the students at Woodland School
were filmed recently for the syndi
cated children's television program,
Kidsworld, using the-TRS-80.
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UNIX out of the [Bell] Labs and eco
nomically into the hands of a
multitude of eager users.

Apple Brew .

This time,our Name Phreaque
of the Week ~ward goes to the Little
Rock Apple Addicts [17 Brookview,
Little Rock AR 77209]. (Sounds a lit
tle punchy to usJ

The two runners up cheated by
using their addresses:

There's the local electronics
company with an address at, "2 Disk
Drive". Then there's Microcomputer
Systems, Inc., at 243 W. Chocolate
Ave. in Hershey, PA 17033. (Ohh,
how nutty!)

Commodore Contender

Speakipg of Apple, we hear
that Commodore has decided" to try
competing with Apple [smile Chuck;
I'm jokin'l. Commodore, "creator of
the Pet, was the the originator of the
consumer computer, being the first
company to announce and ship a

, complete, turnkey system for less
than $700 (we state this in spite of
some peoples' denial that it had a
keyboard), However, apparently
operating on the naive belief that
consumer computers were" the same
as hand-held calculators (with which
Commodore" was eminently success
fuD, they effectively stepped aside to
allow Tandy to flood the market with
the econo-TRS-80 (and mass media
ads), and Apple - by doing a number
of things right - to establish them
selves as the clear-cut leader in top
o-the-line consumer·computers.

Now, apparently Commodore
has decided to try doing what Apple
has" been doing for some time. The
reader may reasonably expect to see
Commodore introducing Petfood
such as color video & graphics,
screens accomodating 80 character
lines, real keyboards, and perhaps
such goodies as touchscreens. Also,
there is a company out of Los Altos
that has built a Pet input device that
will a~cept hand-printed characters
(we've seen it; it works).

And, of course, we have noted
that" both Commodore and Radio
Shack are exhibiting at the Com
puter Faire, while Apple is not. Who
knows, perhaps Apple is planning on

Conference Session

"A good programmer must
have a zoom-lens mind with which to
view problem environs." -Jim War
ren

Taking AwayHIPO
Leaves a Pot 0' Mess

Conference Session

The systems will be available at
the Computer Faire/The introductory
price is expected to increase soon after
the Faire to a-ccommodate a national
dealer program.

For additional information, con
tact: Carl Dick, Distributor, Box Q,'
Sherman Oaks CA 91423; (213) 349
2365.

Bison Products" Model AP8x2

Bison Products
Do'NotUse
Buffalo .Chips

A "double~sided" full-sized floppy
disk subsystem for the Apple" Ilis "now
available from Carl Dick, Distributor.

The system, known as Bison Pro
ducts AP8x2, features a Remex drive
housed in a disk cabinet. The disk con-'
troller resides in Apple's peripheral slot
#7.

The system is compatible with
DOS 3.2 and comes with software
.utilities to quickl:y copy between drives.

Conference Session

Business Computers:
Turnkey or Turkey?

Why "should a small business
use a computer? What are the alter
natives? How can the pains and the
costs associated with computeriza
tion be minimized?

These issues will be dealt with
in simple terms, oriented towards the
prospective novice computer user in
a talk at the Computer Faireby Byte
Shop Computer Stores' founder and
president, Paul Terrell, and Com
pumax president Thomas Bun.

An innovative approach will be
described, based on a set of computer
programs that come in a form com~

pletely ready" to use, yet can be
understood and set up rapidly, with
minimal restrictions and great ease
of change and extensions of the par
ticular requirements of an individual
business.

Conference Session

Being Drunk with
Information May Have
Staggering Consequences

Interface Age reports that home
computer equipment sales are pro
jected to be $1 billion in 1980 from 'a
standing start in 1977. ,,-

Ron Jacobson of the San"Fran
cisco State University Broadcast
Communication Arts Department
states, "Our society is in transition,
moving from a service to aninforma
tion-orientedeconomy. Within sight
is mass usage ofa public information'
utility network, where data flows

. from host computers into the home
computer termInal as freely and·"
easily as water flows from the
kitchen faucet. The possibilities of
such a communications system are
tremendous, the consequences stag
gering. What is at stake is a revolu
tion of our sensibilities and the way
in which we live our lives." "

Speaking on "The Emerging
Personal Computer National Infor
mation Utility Network," at the
Computer Faire, Ron" pursues an
historical and critical approach to
the subject by reviewing the charac
teristics of some present systems
operating in the world today, and by
trying to establish criteria. for the
systems of tomdrrow.

San Francisco
Visitors' Bureau

The San" Francisco Conven
tion It Visitors' Bureau offers a
variety,of information to assist
o~t-of-areavisitors to 'The City.'
The Bureau may be of particular
assistance" to those attending the
5th West Coast Computer Faire,
to beheld in San Francisco's
Civic"Audito'rium It Brooks Hall,
March 14-16. .

Among other things, the
Bur e a u 0 f;Ie r 8 g u ide s to
restaurants and 'night life,' and
has a daily events 'hot line' 
(415)391-2000. For guidebooks

.. and more information, call or
write: San Francisco Convention
It Visitors' Bureau, 1390
Market Street,San Francisco CA
941~2; (415) 626-55()().
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TRS·80 is a trademark of Radio Shack. a Division of the Tandy Corporation

The80-U.$. Joufnsl

(~t~ the "Original" TRS·80® (Jsers Journal)
.. We will be at the Faire;'Booth 1122C, Brooks Hall

Conference SeBBion

Plain Programming:
PILOTing Without
A New Twist

"WhatI call the 'Spaghetti Syn
drome," says Robert Watkins, "is the'
tendency of computer programs to
consist of such twisted, convoluted
threads of logic that they resemble
the proverbial plate ofspaghetti.!f
this is not true from the very start,
then certainly as changes and
enhancements ,become necessary,
the program, listing becomes less I

obvious and clear as to what is to be 
accomplished.

"Whether the program in ques
tion is one written in BASIC or a

, lesson written in PILOT, this occurs
too frequently. The comparison with
BASIC is intentional, since although
BASIC and PILOT, were developed
for different reasons, they are both
prone to 'Spaghetti Syndrome' pro
gramming."

Robert's Computer Faire talk,
"Lesson Design in PILOT", focuses
on the programming task usirig the
CAl language PILOT. A method of
lesson de.sign' that makes construc
tion of PILOT lessons easier and less
prone to' programming error is pre
sented. This method is part of a class
in using PILOT that is taught at The
Computer Merchant.

Conference Session

Tracking the '
Microengine

Taking a critical look at the
. new Pascal Microengine will be Tom
, Pittman in his Computer. Faire talk,
"A User Looks at the Western Digital
Pascal Microengine." Features to be
examined "are speed of execution,
ease, of opertion, conformity to pro
posed Pascal and Floating .Point
standards, completeness of documen
tation, adeq1,1Rcy of support, any.
quirks in the'system that happen to
turn up, and of course, is it really
worth the llloney?

"ALGOL 68 ...that's Overex
tended Algol ..." '
-Tony Hoare, 1979 U.S. Santa
Cruz Summer Computer Science
Institute

SEEDing the Database
The first CODASYL-compatible

database management system for
microcomputers is being ,distributed by
Microsoft of Bellevue, WA. 'Micro SEED,
in its initial 'release; runs under. CP1M
with Microsoft's FORTRAN-80 as the
host language. It is a useful software tool
for microcomputer applications .in
which the data base.is too large for con
ventional file handling methods.

Micro-SEED is a compatible subset
of the larger SEED DBMS, originated by
International Database Management
Systems; Inc., in Philadelphia. In addi- .
tion to the CODASYL recommendations,
Mic~o-SEED implements extra, features,
such as self-optimizing FIND commands,
that further streamline access to the'
data base:

Written primarily in FORTRAN
(with isolated assembly· language
routines for I/O and buffering), Micro
SEED is easily transported to various
80801Z80 'hardware configurations. It is
implemented under CP/M like a
FORTRAN application and therefore
places very littlE} extra burden on operat
ing system tasks. A 64K microcomputer
system is required to support the DBMS.

Micro-SEED uses the CODASYL
schema, sub-schema and' area,methods
to divide and define the data base, pro
viding easy access from user programs.
The routines for ID:anaging the database
(data manipulation language) are then
called from the user's application pro
grams~ written in FORTRAN or other
host language.

A relational query language and
report generator called' HARVEST and
an interactive system utility program
called DBLOCK will be available as add
ons to the system in 1980. They will run
on upward compatible versions of Micro
SEED that utilize 16-bit m.icroprocessors.
Additional host 'languages (Microsoft
COBOL-80, PASCAL-M and compiled
lJASIC) will also be, supplied in future
releases.

For more information, contact:
MicroSoft, 10800 NE 8th, 819, Bellevue
WA 98004;206/455-8080.

WHAT'S GOING ON?

"Whenever anyone says,
'theoretically,' they~eallymean, 'not
really.' -Dave Parnas'

Conference Session

Give 'Shooting Stars'
.Your Best Shot'

In the Jan-Feb ,1980 issue of the 80-0.S.. Journal you to define Keyboard Macros. Plus all the regular
, you will find aText Editor, complete with on-screen features of ,course, with tutorials, New Products,
editing, written in BASIC, and it's for both the Mod Reviews and the Business Section. We call it our
I and Mod II TRS-80. There is also a Lower Case "80-cubed" issue -80 pages, in 80-(l.S. for 1980!
Mod, without hardware' modification, which is a It isn't called the "TRS-80 Users Journal" for
simple, short BASIC routine! As if that weren't nothing, it really is just that! It is published bi
enough, there is also a complet~ listing for a monthly, and costs $16.00 peryear in the US. Get
"College Selection" program, a Model' Rocket . a sample current issue (first class mail) for just
Desigf\,& Performance program and a Casse~e $ 3,00.(lse your, VISA or Mastercharge and call

, Library (index) program! There is an article onthe (206) 415-2219 today! Or, send check or Money
Exatron Stringy Aoppy,a discussion of CP/M and Order to: ao-u.s. 3838 South Warner Street,
in Asse'mbly Language, aprpgram which allows Tacoma, Washington 984q9

,Ves, we are the originators of Android Him and other animated graphics/sound software!

Shooting Stars is a puzzle that
can be played on small computers.
The shooting Stars puzzle is solved by
transformin'g an initial pattern of
stars into a final pattern of stars in
the minimum number of moves. The
puzzle is similar ip structure to a net
work with the nodes representing
patterns, and arcs representing
moves. The solution to he shortest
path problem in the network is also
the solution to the puzzle.

IIi his talk, "Solving. the Shoot
ing Stars Puzzle," at the Computer
Faire, Joel Shprentz off~rs a FORTH
program that solvess' the puzzle on a
TRS-80. -

In Joel's approach, "the
algorithm used to find the shortest
paath in the Shooting Stars network
is a modification of. Dijkstra's
algorithm for the shortest-pathprob
lem.

"Information is kept in' two
places during the, solution ,process.
Nodes awaiting, processing are main
tained in, a queue. The best arc to
follow from each node 'is kept-in an
array. The best arc is the one that
lies on the shortest path to the final
node. Initially, the final' node is on
the queue and all best arcs, are set to
255 (an invalid arc number that flags
an unprocessed node).

"The shortest path is found by
starting, at the final node and tracing
backward through the network,
recording the best arc to take from
each node. 'After initialization, a
node is removed from the queue and
all nine possible arcs, (one for each
grid position) ending at the node are
traced backward [as described in his
talk1. The process of, removing a
node from the queue and tracing the

, arcs backward is repeated until the
queue is empty."

The Terminal Condition
Is Either Up or, Down

After several years of growtJI rates
hovering above 30%, unit shipments of
alphanumeric CRT terminals fell to a
22% growth rate during 1979. Although
the industry continues to grow rapidly,
the rate is below manufacturer's projec
tions, according to a' recent study by
Venture Developmen(Corporation.

The study Alphanumeric CRT Ter
minal Industry: A Strategic-Analysis,
points out that projections m~de by ter
minal manufacturers during the' first
quarter of 1979 signaled a yearly growth
rate "as good as or better than 1978."
This growth rate has not materialized as
second-half shipments slowe~ when the
heavy backlogs from 1978ha4 been met.

Combined shipment volumes of
conversational, editing, and processing
CRT terminals reached 473,000 units in
1979. These units were valued at $1.6
billion, up 13% over 1978.

Sales of the low-end conversational ,
CRT terminals were up 28% over 1978.
Shipments of these "glass-teletype" or
"dumb" terminals, long thought to be
declining, made significant gains, pri
marily due to price reductions. Product
enhancement and added features, such
as cursor ~ontrols and a page or two of
buffered memory, also spurred the ship~
mentgrowth of these low-end terminals.

Shipments of editing terminals
composed of the IBM 3270 and terminals
offered by 3270-compatible manufac·
turers increased on.ly 13% in 1979.
Demand for 3270-type terminals is high,
but delivery times have been stretched
out as production rates have reached
their current limits. IBM's delivery prob
lems have given 3270-compatible
manufacturers a second wind following
the 3270 price reductions and product
enhancements announced in 1977,

The non·3270 editing CRT ter
minals led all categories in shipment
growth during 1979. Shipments of this
class of CRT terminal increased 31%
over 1978- levels. Non-3270 terminals
have at last caught up with the 3270-

, type terminal. By 1981, non-3270 editing
terminals will, surpass the 3270-type in

. annual shipments and continue to'widen
the gap through 1984. '

Thanks to distributed processing
.concepts and advnaces in communica
tions, the' processing CRT terminal
.category 'is beginning to expand. These
"intelligent" terminals composed of
single stations and "clustered" units ~re

expected to be the fastest growing sector '
of alphanumeric CRT terminals. 1979
shipments of "keystations" or clustered
units were up 16% over 1978. VDC
expects this growth rate to increase to
28% during the next five years, 1979
1984.

In analyzing the competition, the
VDC study places IBM as- the dominant
manufacturer with a 23% market share
of the installed base of all alphanumeric
CRT terminals. This percentage is con·
siderably below IBM's" share of other
computer equipment markets, but, is
nearly four times greater than any other
CRT terminal manufacturer. IBM's
strength is in the 3270 market, but 3270
compatible manufacture1Js are continu
ing to chip away at IBM's share. During
1919, IBM's share of the 3270 market
eroded to 65% as the 3270-co;mpatible
manufacturers increased their share by
3% to 35%.

For the long term, VDC expects the
total installed base of alphanumeric CRT
terminals to grow at a compound rate of
21.6% for the five-year period 19-79 to
1984. This growth rate will yield over
4,500,000 units installed at year end
1984, up from 1,700,000 at year-end
1979.

For further information, contact:
Venture Development Corporation, 1
Washington St, Wellesley MA 02181;
617-237·5080.
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·Vi.deo Interfacing:
What You Get
Is What You See

General Ledger Reports
For Financial-Program Duty

Microcomputer Consultants.
recently introduced the MCC Business
Software Series, a comprehensive grQup
of programs developed for use on
microcomputer systems in the business
world.

This series has been developed to
provide an efficient business environ
ment by reducing the time-consuming
and error-prone, manual processing of
the basic accounting and billing func
tions with, the accurate preparation of
professional-quality, business docu
ments. .~

All programs in the Business Soft~

wareSeries are designed for easy use by
office personnel, and are accompanied
by a detailed, step by step, operator's
manual. All systems are menu driven
and use a' unique method of e data
entry that is highly interactive, easy to
understand and checks for operator
errors immediately. Unlike many other
programs that are modified versions of
programs that run on ,minicomputers,

_these programs are designed specifically
for use in the microcomputer environ
ment.

Systems available include general
ledger, accounts recewable, accounts
payable, invoicing, and inventory con
trol, for. use in retail and wholesale
environments. The programs are
designed for use under the' CP1M operat
ing system and require 4;8K RAM and a
video display with an addressable cursor.

For further infor.mation, contact:
Microcomputer Consultants, 231 E
Street #9, Davis CA 95616; (916) 756
8104, and see their demonstration at
booth 208 at the Computer Faire.

Recorded video instructional
programming may be combined with
interactive computer programs and

'presented to st\ldents via .com
puterized videotape. If desired, the
perfected programs of instruction
may be transferred to the videodisc
as that technology becomes useful.

The interactive training
system, CATI (computer assisted
television instruction), makes use of
existing videotape~or newly created
videci training material. Movies,
slides, stills or video-camera pictures
are recorded on videotape, usually
with a small video camera. The
videotape machine is interfaced with
a microcomputer. The microcom
puter is then programmed to 'find
desired segments on videotape and
display' them on the same screen
used for presentation of computer
data.

The CATI system,'developed by
Robert Whitney and his son, David
Whitney, gives the instructional pro- \
grammer the tools with which to
shape 'interactive video programs
from existing or new videotapes
'w}1ich may then be presented
directly to students) with the same
equipment.

Robert's Computer Faire talk,
"How to Produce Random Access
Videotapes, Videodiscs and' Other
Intelligent Wonders with Your
Micrcomputer," will provide an
explanation, description and demon-
stration of the CATI interactive

.....instructional system.
:","J:

Conference Session

"Good judgement comes from
experience. Experience comes from
bad judgement. "-Jim Horning

l)i~laJf-~istingsc

Rolling Your Own

Becoming a
Technical Writer

"Technical writing is one of te
easiest fields to get into, and one of
the hardest to stay in. Why' easy to
get into? Because there is a crying
need in the microcomputer industry.
Every week another company wakes
up to its need for good, technical
communicators..Why hard to stay
in'? Because it is demanding, exact
ing; because the results of your work
will be out there for all the world to
see, (And for your boss to see,) If
you're adud, it will show. But if you
are competent, conscientious, profes
sional - then Silicon Gulch can be a
technical writer's EI Dorado," says
Sharon'Rosa.

In her talk, "Breaking into
Writing for the Microcomputer
Field," at the Computer Faire,
Sharon covers the following: what
does it take?, - the writer's back
ground, getting started, presenta
tion, security versus freedom: advan
tages & disadvantages for captive
employment and free-lancing, how
much can one earn?, and marketing
yourself.

Have you ever heard of speed
reading a program on a CRT display?
Not likely, because most displays use
a method of scrolling which approxi- '
mates a rachet motion. .

J'ohn Cater, an Intelligent
Systems Engineering manager, calls
this type of scrolling, "racheting." By
using some crafty software and a
standard CRT controller chip, John
Claims in his talk ~t the Computer
Faire, that a CRT display can be
easily constructed which .provides
program listings and visual outputs
exactly like the rolling movie credits
on your favorite tv show. His discus
sion will detail the software and
hardware necessary to get you
started on your own rolling CRT dis
play.

I Conference SessionConference Session

E~ergy Management:
A Dim Future
Is Not Watts Current

Helion's MicroMahager, a dedi
cated CMOS process control com~

puter, developed specifically for
energy conservation in the' home, is
the subject ofHelion President Jack
Park's talk at the Computer Faire.

. "The MicroManager," says
Jack, "is a complete computer
system dedicated to performing tasks
related to home energy management
and. security.. The prQtotype version
has two functions: it performs home
ene(gy management according to a
"home profile" provided byy the
dweller concerning weekday
schedules as well as weekend
requirements; it performs a ,modest
amourit of home security control.

"The MicroManager serves as a
home energy manager by automat
ica)ly controlling energy consump
tion according toa user-input
description of the dweller's daily
requirements. That is, at initializa
tion, the MicroManager requests
information such as desired tem
peratures throughout the day (along
with acceptable variattions) and
time(s)of day for peak energy usage
in the dweller's normal schedule.
This provides a "home profile" which
tailors the MicroManager to the
user's individual requirements. Once
initialized, the MicroManager auto
matically manages energy consump
tion in the home.

"The impact of the
MicroManager .on -daily life in the
home depends on the way that the
.user configures the system. At one
extreme, the only perceptible
difference to the dweller is the reduc
tion in energy consumption (as
reflected in utility bills,) At the other
extreme, the user may chooose to
adopt a new, energy-conscious
lifestyle and may use the
MicroManager to enforce miserly
consumption. Of course, manual
override of the system is allowed at
any time. Also, whenever" necessary,
the user may reset the "home
profile" -to reflect changes in the
daily schedule."

FLEXing for M.otorola
,Technical Systems Consultants,

Inc. announced recently that a version of
their FLEX disk operating system is now
available for Motorola 6800 EXORciser·
systems using EXORdisk II or III. Some
ofFLEX,'s f~atures are dynamic
filespace allocation, random and sequen
tial file-accessing, batch job type pro·
gram entry, user startup facility, auto
Illatic drive searching, English error
messages,and over 20 commands for all
normal disk operations. No -hardware
modifications are' required for operation
.with the possible exception of memory
addressing. The user simply boots FLEX
from a disk instead of MDOS. This
makes the EXORciser compatible with
most 6~00 disk systems and allows it to
run any FLEX·based software. Support
software from Technical Systems' Con
sultants includes, editor, assembler,
debug package, text processor, two, fast
BASIC, interpreters, sort/merge,. and
m-ore. FLEX for the EXORciser comes

I with a disk editor and assembler and a
full set of manuals.

A 6809 version, will be available
soon. Contact: Technical Systems Con
sl.l1tants, Inc., Box 2570, West Lafayette
IN 47906; (317) 463-2502.

Con,ference Session

Structured Flowcharts:
A ,Hybrid Approach
To Program Design

"Flowcharts lead' to poor pro
gram design," says Gregg!Williams~
"Structured pseudocode (or, equiva
lently, a Pascal-like language) does
not have the, visual appear of a
graphic design technique."

The notation described in
Gregg's Computer Faire talk, "Struc-

,tured Flowcharts - A Hybrid
Approach _to Program, Design,"
result'S in what he calls a 'structured
flowchart', which attempts to com
bine the best features of flowcharts
and structured pseudocode. When
read from top to bottom, the struc~

tured flowchart describes the task to
be performed; when read from left to
right, it describes successive decom
positions of a task into its corres
ponding subtasks. In this manner,
the technique allows top-down struc
tured design.

-, "The notation," says Gregg,
"evolved from an idea presented by
o. Ferstl in the Programming "~I bought too much, but not enough
Languages subgroup magazine too much. "-Jonathan Sachs
(SIGPLAN) of the- ACM. It has
evolved over many months of ,my
daily use at Byte Magazine, and it is
responsible for the', existence of a 35
page COBOL program I wrote that
was later expanded to 75 pages with
out any 1088 of program clarity or "
maintainability.

"Of course, this method (or ariy
oth~r secondary method) is of little

- use when the target language is Pas
calor any Pascal-like language:
there, the design effort produces the
computer program directly. But
there are still many people who must
write'in an unstructured language 
the ~verage hobbyist, in BASIC; the
business' programmer, in COBOL;
other programmers, in. PL/I,
FORTRAN, and other languages. My
talk assumes that you will be able to
translate the constructs described
into the target language,and I pro
vide a reference article for the treat
ment of the -translation process to
BASI~. " ('i',','';; #", • • '......I;, •• 'I ••,~t,Sc~'!~.lrorn."las.tYJ!"ar..'s. 'R,Qml1l1ter ,Fai:!:ec !-

L~.• _ •• ,."_.,, • __:~_ .• ••. __.•.••' •• _.__~...__ •__...._.__ .•_, •• _,._._. -'_.• ._~__-J
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POTTERS PROGRAMS
22444 Lakeland

St Clair Shores MI 48081
(313) 573-8000

TRS-SO Quality Software. Be selective!
Data base manager. Ae'port writer. No user program
ming. $69. Mod II $199. AlA features aging, credit
checking, monthly statements, invoices, labels,
order entry. $69. Mod II $149. Inventory. Key random
access. $99. Mod II $149., Mailing list: multiple
labels, report writer, 4 digit selection code, mUltiple
sort keys, fast sort. $59. Mod II $99. Word processor;
19 format commands. $49 for Mod I or Mod II.
Manual $5, Mod II $10,

MICRO ARCHITECT
96 Dothan Street, Arlington; MA 02174

NORTHSTAR PROGRAMS••*••*••••••••*•••••••**••••••*.

* DISK REPAIR
Find & repair bad records.

* UNIVERSAL MENU

* DIRECTORY UTILITIES

* BRAIN HEMISPHERE TEST

* TIME SERIES SYSTEM

~ PRETTY PRINTER

* CROSS REFERENCE

* N.S. TO CBASIC

* UNIVERSAL DISK DUMP
Dumps Basic, Pascal &CPM
files & directories.

~auro Engineering introduces a price
performance breakthrough in multi~
format digital plotters. ,The MP-250
pen Plotter plots on standard 8~"x11"
and 11"x17" paper or 11"wide contin~
uous roll paper at speeds to 2.5" per
second and .005" resolution. It is
priced at'$6S0.00 in single units.
Standard machine uses one parallel
output port and comes with full vector
softwa r,e ,for 8080.,6502. and 6800. In
terfices'available for TRS-80.Apple.
and serial data ports. Contact Mauro
Engineering, Route 1. Box 133. Mt.
Shasta. CA 96067 (916) 926-4406.

"One dinosaur's Jacuzzi is
another dinosaur's tarpit." -Butler
Lampson, Xerox PARC

Conference Session

A Touching'
Communication

Pascal Compiler
''Test Copies"

The Versatile Portable Speech
Prosthesis (VPSP) is an. on-going pro
ject to develop a wheelchair--porta- '
ble speech synthesis system capable
of unlimited vocabulary and message
construction,and -designed to
simplify message construction for
the user. This' simplification was
achieved via two methodologies:
Linguistic analyses of language
structurewere used so as to limit the
number of items the user must chose
from at any point in the message
construction process. Limiting list
size will reduce ssearch time for
humans as well as computers.Addi
tionally, a single swwitch (1 bit) user
imput requires that the system auto
matically present the user with suc
cessive alternatives until the user
uses the switch to say "yes" to one of
the alternatives. The fewer allterna-
tives, the faster, on the average, the
system will arrive at the item the
user wants. To this end, rules of syn
tatic -and graphophonotactic con
straints on choices for selections
were incQrporated into the, system
logic. Linguistic human factors'
experiments were aisoconducted to
determine which of several alterna
tive design prinCiples produce the
fastest visual search times for words
and for letters uSed in message con-
struction. ---------------------~

Carol Simpson, a major
'developer ofVPSP wiU present, in her
Computer Faire ,talk ("Alphabetical

- Versus Graphotactic CRT Page
Layout of Letters for,a VersatilePor- '

Rational Data Systems announced table Speech Prosthhesis (VPSP)")
recently "Evaluation Releases" of itS results oJ a linguistic human-factors
Pascal compilers for the flillline of Data study of alternative layouts for CRT
General computers. menu pages, and will discuss applica-

For a service -charge, Rational tion of the results to the design, of
Data Systems will supply a, Pro- single-switch communication aids.
grammer's Manu:al and a Pascal com· Carol notes, "The VPSP is a
piler and runtine system tailored to the workillg prototype that is at this time
customer's specific cQnfiguration,along being used to collect data essential to
with a license to use the materials for 60 improving the human factors of its
days. d h h dThere are two versions available, esign. T e present system as em-
one for *Data General's AOS operating onstrated feasibility. The current
system, the other for the RDOS and DOS phase of the project is a comparative,
operating systems. evaluation of alternative design prin-

Those interested should first ciples with actual users."
request a 'Purchasing Packet' which
contains the ordering instructions and
appropriate agreements from Rational
Data Systems, 245 West 55th Street
NYC 10019; (212) 757-0011.

Conference Session

Even an Unbeastly Artist
Can Draw out th€,ANIMAL
in the Computer

ANIMAL (ANIMA tiol1
Language used in creating aniInated
scenes in' color ona personal com
puter) will ,be the subject of a talk by
Computer Automated Graphics'
president Jim Blum at the Computer:
Faire. ANIMAL provides commands
for creating animated scenes, run
ning them in reaLtime, and for sav
ing and retrieving them __ from dis
kette. (A scenecohsists of one ',or'
many individual frames which are
"run" sequentially to create the
animationJ

One of the draw subcommands
is "Paint", a continuous drawing
mode (has no prompts). Dots (pixels)
are placed on the screen where and
whenever the stylus is held down and
moved across the BITPAD. This
gives the effect of a paint brush
being moved across the screen. This
mode will continue until a point .out·

o side the display area is selected.
The paint mode provides the

creator with maximum self-expres
sion, and is used when none of the
other draw subcommandscan create
the desired shape or form. "Paint
ing" takes a little practice to get used
to, but once learned, becomes a very
powerful tool. Besides animation,
"painting" may also be used to create
exciting modern art. '

:~;;~::;:~!~:= ,H. ·E••. ·R,'·T·.H,···,',K.,·I' T.™
(Some computer stores. and computer "

and electronics organizations may be offering
discounts on pre~strations they are han- computers and Zenith Data Systems are covered every month in
dling. Last year, the Computer Faire publicly B Th I ddt N I f H h Co C Th
stated a prereg price that, was '2 below the ,USS: e n e en en ews etter 0 eat' • om uters. e
on-site fee. However, it turns out that this is ovem erissue eature a report on t e irm s p ansor te'80s.
prohibited .by Federal Trade Commission Highlights included the future o,f the H8, the software situation,
regulations ~ it's price-fi~dng. So, this year,
most stores are charging most or all ofthe full and a half dozen products planned for the new decade. In
on-site fee. Don't you appreciate the protec· December Buss continued its coverage of 32Kand 64K dynamic
tion thereby offered you by the FI'C?) RAM f ~ '8 Th J f H

Hold on, there! Last year, the reg fee ' or tne n • e anuary issue carries news 0 an 89
for the 4th Faire was only. '9, on si~. This modification to allow use of the CP/M 1.4 disk operating system.
year, it·s '10~How's that 'lower'? B 'h b bl' hed· A'I I h·

True. But, the govemmenthas printed USS as een pu IS since prJ 1977. temp aSlzes
80 much money in the past year, unbacked by :andid"'aCcounts of' the ,experiences of its 2500 subscribers.
anything of va}ue <i.e. I~or services), that Compatible hardware and software from all vendors is featured.
our inflation rate was around 13%. Since, a '
'9.to.'lO increaseis only 11%, the 5th Faire Buss is mailed first class. You have the choice of startIng with
regfeeis2%lowerthanitwaslastyearinreal t'Fielatest issue or available back issues (about 10). U.S. prices:
cost. Or, at least, that's how we see it in our 12 issues fO,r $9.97·,' 18 for $14.50·" 24' issues for $17.75,. ' Buss,purchasing power (e.g., in the past year, our ,

c~lY#~~,eil,o.'!GP'li{e.l~ •. ~rinting costs, alone, have Increased almost 32S·-G Pennsylv3.l'!ia Ave.,S.E., Washington, DC 20003.
18%). ......------------------....;;;.-------------

Propaganda posters seeking
speakers for the last several Com
puter Faires1'M, included the phrase,
"Tutorially Talk ofYour Tantelizing
Thinkertoys" . . . with nary a 'TM'
trademark bug. When George Mor
row saw' this, he called and asked
that the' Faire put TM on Thinker
toys, 'cause he was filing for tra
demark registration of the word. He
also allowed ,as how his attorney
would repreat that request, presuma
bly in stronger terms - which we
requested (as yet, however, we
haven't received even one 'party of
the first part' ... how disappointip.g). ,

[George is the innovative crea
tor of the definitive 8-100 mother
board which he calls the Wunder
bus™, available from Morrow's
Microstuf(l'M. He 'is also highly active
-- vocally and, technically ...... in
several of- the IEEET~'s microcom
puter-relatedstandards committees,
and has just been, elected to the
Board of Directors of the Microcom
puter Industry Trade Association.]

Th~ reason that this 1s worthy
of mention is the peculiar fact that
George makes no pretense of being
the first, to dream up the, name
'Thinkertoys'. In fact,' a toy store
near- Stanford sez that it has been

RUMORS.
, continued from page 8

reciprocating Commodore's early-on
politeness by now taking their turn
at stepping aside in the marketplace.
Such a gentlemanly industry we
have here.

AppleSighder

But, lest a rumor-listener think
that Apple 'is sitting on its laurels
(would that be botanic,al miscegena
tion?), the gossip galley has cooked
up the rumor that Apple is also about
to intro some new machines.

We have heard' the repeated
word that Apple will shortly
announce' a Pascal machine. This
will not be simply an Apple running
an improved UCSD Pascal system 
but a completely engineered, single
language Pascal ,system. (It could be
comparalble to the Pascal
MicroEngine announced over a year
ago by Western Digital - note: Tom
Pittman, .will be giving a detailed
owner's report on his finally-received
WD MicroEngine, during the Faire).
, If Apple does this, we suspect
that they will target their marketing
efforts for the college and university
crowd, where Pascal, is now firmly
entrenched, as well as ,the small
minority of high schools that have
the faculty - both humanand finan
cial - to be'interested in such dandy
machines.

We also hear that Apple is
going to seriously pursue the busi- 
ness 'market (along, with virtually
every other microcomputer' system
manufacturer in the world).

IBM to Compete?

Then theres the word that IBM
is dropping prices on some of -fheir
small systems and subsystems (e.g.
disc drives) by as much as 33%. Why
- another 40% or 50% and they may
even begin to be price competitive
with all us micro folk.
ThinkertoytTM
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Conference Session

Deleting
Secret Terrors
About Computers

"Tod~y you can have in your
own hands the same amount of com
puter power that only a few years
ago was reserved to the large cor
porations and to governments. You
can buy it for the price of a household
appliance, a color tV,or, if you get
fancy, a car," says Nicholas Rosa.

In his talk, "Beginners, Gather
'Round, or Welcome to the Small
Computer Revolution," at the Com~

puter Faire, Nicholas answers basic
questions about computers. "Some
where each of you has a bottom-line
question about· computers. The
answer to everybody's question is a
qualif~ed 'yes'. '

"It's a qualified 'yes' because
the computer cannot do anything for
you all by itself. You will do whatever
it is you hope thhe computer will do.
You will work all the miracles. The
computer is only your tool. In order
to make it work its magic for you, you
will have to understand the tool. You
will have to learn how to use it.

"That may sound discouraging~

The very word, 'computer', already
so'unds so." technical, so forbidding.
Could you really learn to use this
tool? The answer is 'yes.' You
already use countless tools. You use
pencils, you use sewing needles. You
use typewriters and sewing
qlachines. You run dishwashers and
clothes washers and ovens-with
timers.; You drive a car. Using each of
these tools requires a certain amount
of skill. You have learned that skill.

"Even ~o, you may be holding
onto a secret terror about computers.
Everybody in modern American
society is a little paranoid about com
puters.We all remember HAL from
200I.HAL was as smart as the astro
nauts aboard, but tricky, sinister.
Evil. HAL fits our deep-down notions
about computers. We all know that
there's a. computer somewhere
watching us. Several computers.
Lord knows how many computers.
The IRS has got one (several BIG
ones). The Telecredit network has
got one. YQur bank has got one. All
those computers are tigers, waiting
out there in the dark.

"Your personal computter wil
be a pussycat. Your pussycat. And
some day -perhaps sooner than we
can imagine - an army of personal
pussycats may' put those tigers to
rout. For one thing, your personal
computer is going to help you become
computer-wise. That isgoing to make
a difference. Out there."

structing a 45,000 square-foot manufac
turing facility. in Red Hill Industrial
Park, Irvine, California, scheduled for
Spring, 19MO, completion.

Xymec's management team
includes Shelly Howard, its president, an
innovator in the microcomputer indus
try. He was previously founder and presi
dent of Micro Computer Devices, Inc.,
manufacturers of Selectra-print
typewriter-based printers. .

For further information, contact:
Xymec, 17791 S.kypark Circle, H, Irvine
CA 92714; 714-557-8501.

Illegal
Doug Ross reports that he has a

chess program that beat him ...by
castling after moving its king.

Printer, with
Justification,
Characterized
as Intelligent

The HY-Q 1000 (trademark), an
"intelligent printer" that offers new
possibilities for the use of personal com
p,uters for business applications, was
recently announced by Xymec, a newly
formed manufacturer' of microcomputer
peripherals.

With its five built-in
microprocessor, Xymec's HY-Q 1000 ~ a
low-cost, letter-quality, daisy-wheel
printer - eliminates the need for com
plex personal-computer software. Now
microcomputer owners can plug any per
sonal (or other) computer into a HY-Q
1000, which will automatically convert
simple codes into. instructions for right
justification, proportional spacing, auto
matic tabing, bold and underlined let
ters, automatic columns, automatic title
centering, automatic decimal point loca
tion, and other commonly-used -text for
matting functions.

The HY-Q 1000 has many· other
advanced features, including "Quadra
Pitch" (trademark), (10, 12, or 15 charac
ters per inch, or proportional. spacing);
up to 19M characters per line; 100 printa
ble characters' in five languages (English, .
Italian, Spanish, French, and German,

'available without changing the daisy
wheel); and a choice of 21 different
typestyles, in five different colors.
Another unique feature is "reverse
printing" - white characters ona black
background -,which is useful for high
lighting critical information on manage
ment'reports, for example.

ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER, TOO
. The HY-Q 1000 cari also function
as a highly versatile, electronic
typewriter. The typewriter,', made by
Olivetti Corporation, also provides a 224
character, two-line memory (allowing a
typist to correct any character in the last
two lines in seconds); a 1024-character,
non-volatile memory for often-used
phrases, margins, and tabs; automatic,
paper positioning; electronic margin
reset; and a digital readout to show col
umn position, and lines to end of page.

According to Shelly Howard, presi
dent of Xymec, "The HY-Q 1000 has

What's in a NaJDe?
~ A normally unreliable source

reports that before Fairchild Camera
and Instrument's recent takeover by
Schlumberger, the company was con
sidering a merger with Honeywell
Information Systems. Negotiators
had major difficulties; however, in
agreeing on a name for the new com-I
pany. uFairchildCamera &, Infgrma
tion Systems" didn't quite hack it;
neither did "Honeywell-Fairchild
Information, Camera & Instru
'ments." Negotiators finally com
promised with "Fairwell Honeychild
Corporation."

A Sqft Listing
Isn't Hard to Find

A new mail-order catalogue
devoted exclusively to educational
software for personal computers is
bein~ published by Queue Company.

. The catalogue will contain
educational software listings from
numerous publishers. Software list
ings will be organized by educational
level and field, and by computer, and
will be included for all popular per
sonal computers, the company
stated.

All software listed can be
ordered directly from Queue,.

Contact Monica Kantrowitz,
President, Queue, 5 Chapel Hill
Drive, Fairfield, CT 06432; (203)
372-6761.

Conference Se..~sion

CAl Helps Uncap
The Handicapped

Early in the formal study of
Special Education, teachers and
researchers recognized the impor
tance and effectiveness of
individualized instruction for han
dicapped learners. There is typically
such a wide range of intellectual
experience among handicapped sstu
dents that group~basedinstruction is
not effective. Many persons have
long felt that the computer held a
special promise in dealing with these
individuualized instruction needs.
However, they 'also recognized the
special communication problems as
sociated wjth providing CAl to han
dicapped learners. This is particu
larly true with moderately, mentally
retarded learners who have little or'
no reading skills.

Utah State University Excep
tional Child Center administrator
Ron Thorkildsen discusses the
imp 0 r tan c e and nee d for more features than any other printer,
individualized instruction for' han- regardless of price. It allows any per-

sonal computer owner, for the first time,
dicapped individuals, and how CAlI to have sophisticated, high-quality, text
can' influence this need in his Com- .printout without the complex, expensive,
puter Faire talk, "Microcommputer/ ' and memory-consuming text editing
Videodisc CAl: Fulfilling a Promise software they've needed in the past. This
for Handicapped Students." Ron's opens up exciting, new, word pllocessing
talk is based on a research project and other business applications markets
being conducted at Utah State for dealers, OEMs, and systems houses."
University's Exceptional Child Xymec also plans to offer an
Center. The major goal of the project optional RS-232 serial port this Spring,
is to develop a CAl system utilizing a so the HHY-Q 1000 will also function as

a smart terminal.
microcomputer-controlled videodisc Xymec is a subsidiary of Litronic
to present CAl to mentally handicap- Industries, a leading electronicssub-as
ped non-readers. The project is in its sembly manufacturing company.Xymec
second year, with one CAl program was formed on August 15, 1979, -as a
field-tested, and three more CAl pro- microcomputer peripherals company.
grams underdevelopment.. Litronic Industries is presently con-

Reliable Rumor:
Ralph Ungerman - an early

axee by Exxon from Zilog -, and
Charlie Bass - a later Ieaver from
Zilog, have joined forcesa,nd are
pursuing a new (unpublished) adven
ture. Watc~ for their resurfacing at
some new location in the Great
Western Computer Puddle.

Conference Session

Drive Standard,
And Leave the
Busing' Compatible

The personal or home computer
has often been mentioned in con
junction with the concept of overall,
management of home environmental
control and monitoring systems,
home entertainment, and informa
tion systems. One of the factors
inh.ibitin~wide acceptance and
realization of this concept is the fact
that connecting to control and
monitoring points of the home
environmental systems is a compli
cated and costly process.

"The concept of the Home Bus
Standards Association provides an
optimum approach to eliminating
the economic and organizational
inhibiting factors," says Robert
Richardson, SRI International Con
sumer, Electronics Department
'Director.

Robert, who will be speaking on
"Home Bus Standards Association,
What is it and What does it Mean?"
'at the Computer Faire, adds, "The
Home Bus Standards Association
(HBSA) is a non-profit <IRS50IC3)
membership organization for the
purpose of establishing a widely"
accepted set of communication pro
tocols, allowing all household electri
cal devices to interact as parts of a
modular intelligent. network, using
powerline carrier digital packet
radio transmissions.

"Theconsumer benefits of a
Home Bus system include direct sav
ings from reduced energy consump
tion, .improved personal 'safety, and
the convenience of remote and auto
matic control and monitoring of
every. system in the home. These
benefits can be provided at little or
no additional cost to the. consumer,
due to the recent advances in
microelectronic technology com
bined with high volume production of
standardized "Bus Compatible" com
ponents suitable for use in a broad
variety of applications.

"HBSA's objectives are to serve
as a neutral focal point for develop
ment of an industry-wide monitoring
and control signal language, and to
provide fundamental public educa
tion informing consumers about the "
advantages of having Home Bus-type
technology.

"HBSA is needed. because no
current organization covers thhe
diverse spectrum of products poten
tially benefitting from bus com
patibility: appliances, heating and
air conditioning equipment, home
entertainment devices, utility
meters, .the telephone, lights, locks,
alarms, and so on.

"Through HBSA; the central
nervous system· of the computerized
home· of the future can be quickly
defined, thereby facilitating the
linkage of advanced technology's
capabi,~ities with immediate public
needs.

\ '
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inclusive. Another presents a graph
or a table, as the user chooses, of 
profit from any combination of six
basic positions:long or short a stock,
long or short a call, and long or short
a put. The third program enables the
llser to predict the future price oran
option at user chosen future times
based on user chosen future stock
prices. The output may be displayed
as either a chart giving future prices
of options with lhree different exer
cise prices at three expiration dates,
or a graph giving the future price of
one optIon over a range of user
chosen future stock prices. Finally,
the f~>urth program enables the user
to determine on an item by item
basis the _, cost, current value per
share, t6taJ current value, and
capital gain of a portfolio consisting,
of long and short stock, and long and
short option, positio~s.,
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Con{erell(,(' Ses,s;of/ '

Telecommuting:
Busing at Home

In 1973, an interdisciplinary
research team at the University of
Southern California beganna study
of the technological feusibility and
societal impacts of a concept called
"telecommuting'" This coined word
refers to the use of telecommunica
tions and computer tech nologies to
serve as a partial or total substitute
for the daily trip towork. At the time
the study was performed. personal
computers did not exi~t. The tech
nology' that they wel'l~ concerned
with at the time was generally that
of mini computers and larger
systems. The subsequent introduc ..
tion of the concept of distributed pro
cessing and" of Pl~l'S(Hlal computer
t e c h n 0 log,y, a s wei I a s th e
appearance of several ot.her, trends,
such as continued threats of major
reductions in I he availability of
petroleum in the U.S., make it
appropriate to reexarni ne the is~.;ue of
telecommuting in the light' of con·
temporary condditions.
. .Jack Nilles, University of

Southern California Interdisciplin ..
ary Programs' Director, makes such
a reexamination in his talk,
"Telecommuting via the Personal
,compuf,er", at,thll (;omputer Faire.

"Several major factors and
trends in contemporary-societ.y are
acting to continually increse the
desirability of telec()mmutin~ for
several types of workers,·' says .Jack.
"The'fundamental issue concerns the
relative advantages to the employer
and the employee of telecommuting
instead of the· tradition ..ll way of get
ting "to work. Un Ipss there are clear
advanta~es to hoth l~mployer and
employee, the general concept will
not be successful. Secondly. if
telecommutin~ becomes more
widespread than it istoday, there are
some broad-scale societal impacts
which must also be considered."

THETR5-80._,*
BLUES.

Do your TRS 80'S limitations hit a sour note? Our full tine of
business-oriented software can change that tune.

They're easy to u'5e, modularly designed, and superiorly
documented, giving you versatility and sophistication of a higher

scale, at a prioe ,you'll sing about.'
So write uS,and we'll send you the score.

SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEMS GROUP
GROTON STREET, DUNSTABLE, MA. 01827 (617) 649-9595
, .lAS«) is a registered trade mark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp.

"Everything is just an extended tri-
viality. "-Ross .

Conference Session

SOFTDOC Proposed to
,Stimulate Health Care
Computer Applications

"Although computers have
been utilized for health care applica
tions for two decades, for a number of
reasons widespread acceptance
among clinicians has been disappoin
fingly slow," says James Gagne.
"The introduction of new microcom
puter h~rdware,though clearly capa~

ble of supporting sophisticated medi
cal applicaations, is not likely by
itself to lead to a surge of medical
computing.

"The primary problem has been
the indiscriminate throwing of
masses of computer technology and
software at a medical problem by
those without an intimate unders
tanding of the clinical process. By
contrast, successful medical applica
tions are most likely to stem directly
from health professionals who have
an interest in computing and who
are willing to share their products '
with others. '

" D a tam e d Res e ar chi s
announcing the formation of
SOFTDOC, a medical software
exchange club. Interested physicians
and other health professionals are
invited to donateCPIM-compatible
or UCSD Pascal source-code medical
programs on 8-inch, flexible, disks, in
return for a free disk volume full of
such donated software. Others will be
charged a minimal fee ($15) per disk.
Additional services related to medi
cal software, such as compilations _of
user evaluations of commerch;dpro
ducts, will also be offered."

James' talk evaluates the
history' of, medical 'computing, dis
cusses, the problems of the past, and
offers sqggestions for the creations of
successful medical software..

Punched cards are homage to
the Holy Hollerith (holey Hollerith?).

Conference Session

MakingCompl1'ters
Read and Spea \[

Limited font, optical I.,:haracter
recognition, and limited vocabulary
speech response have been in office
use for some time. By incorporating
artificial intelligence (sophisticated
programming that emulates simple
human thought processes) two new
technologies have 'been developed 
omni-font OCR,and unlimited'_
vocabulary synthetic speech.

Art Derfall of Kurzweil Com
puter Products, will speak at the
Computer Faire about these)wo new
technologies: their unique applica
tions to system input and outputr and
how his compa.ny combined the two
into one system, produCing the Kurz
weil Reading Machine for the blind.

Fewer than 30% of the pioneers
that setoff from Independence,
Missouri, ever made it to the west
coast during the years 1840 to l870.

Using the computer game,
"Oregon Trail," players have the
opportunity to re-create that six
month journey, and face some of the
problems and decisions that were,
crucial to safe passage, for the first
pioneers. (There are attacks from
wild animals and bandits; your
wagon ,can get swamped, break a
wheel or even havea fire; your oxen
can get injure9 or wander off; in the
mountains, heavy rains. snow and
impassable - trails are constant
hazards; illness and' injuries are
always a threat; and provisions and
supplies must be maintained
throughout the journey.)

Dave Ahl, publisher of Creative
Computing, will speak at the Com
puter Faire about the latest genera
tion of computer games that educa
tors are finding effective as teaching
tools (in first grade through adult
eduction) in such subject 'matter as:
economics,industrial development,
pollution, science, language arts,
mathematics, geology, business, arid
medicine.

'Conference Session

.Computer Games
in Education

During the past several. years~
considerable effort has gone' into
researching methods of tilting the
odds in the investment game. Out of
this has come the discovvery that not
orilycan the bdds be tilted, but that
they can be tilted drastically, andin
either direction. In particular, the
strategy of'hedging listed options
against common stocks, when pro
perly applied, can be proven to be
m-ore conservative and' more consis-

'tently profitable than the simple
buying and selling of stocks; so much
so in fact that the Securities and
Exchange Commission has recently
ruled it a legal operation for trust
and pension funds. The' idea of an
investment being more conservative
and at the same time more profitable
of course violates one of the widely
'known' tenets of Wall St. However,
in recent times much that was widely
'kn9wn'has been found to be wrong.

The only disadvantage of this
strategy is its complexity. Since cer
tain tactics" by their very nature,
tend to shift the odds 'in your favor,
while other tactics, by their nature,
make it almost impossible not to lose,
there is really no viable alternative
to a large initial investment in self
education plus a continuing expen
diture' of time and effort.

BEGETTING MONEY
SeveraL years, ago, Dr Alfred

Adler (whose talk at the-Computer
Faire is "four Programs for Use with
Listed Option and 0ommon Stock
Investment Strategies"), asked him
self the following question: How can
money be used to m8:ke more money,
without becoming involved in a pro·
duct or a service? By -t'h.is he meant
consistent, long-term income, not
sporatic profits interspersed with
long periods of loss. The main thrust
of his effor~ in attempting to answer
this question has been directed
toward the security markets.

The author's interest in stock
market operations is primarily from
the point of view of a mathematician.
He firmly believes that the market is
inherently unpredictable and that
strategies based on hedging and the
mathematics of probability are far
more likelly to be successful than
those based on 'fundamentals,"tech
nical factors," or the reading of tea
leaves. The ongoing study of invest
mentstrategies has included a series
of computer programs which were
written primarily for study purposes.
The more useful of those have

'evolved into production programs
which are used in the everyday man
agement of investments. The pro
grams were originally developed in
PolyMorphic Basic, and have
recently been revised and converted
to North Star Basic. These are
available from the author and aTRS
80 16K Level II version is available
from Creative Computing Software.

The four programs to be pre
sented are designed to be used in the
real world, and include the effects of
commissions, margin interest, and
dividends, where applicable. The
first presents the important indices
for both opening and closing call
option transactions,including hedge
ratios from zero- to infinity, - not

., - -. \'" ,.' \ '

Conference Session

A New'Slant
,For Tilting the Odds
In the Investment Game
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Please, mention where you saw it, when
you respond to an ad in the Silicon Gulch
Gazette.

Conference Session

The Computer is In
"We are at the begirining of a

decade which will see computers
enter most phases of our daily lives.
Inexpensive andeasy'·to-program
'appliance' computers are now
available for small. business and
home use. There are many
possibilities for theirappllication in
the medical office."

Dr Mark Spohr of Medsoft
relates several applications in his
talk, "The Computer in the Practice
of Medicine: an Overview," at the
Computer Faire. _

The computer's skills, says
Mark, "lie in the areas of data collec
tion,' storage and manipulation. It
performs repetitious and tedious
tasks without tiring. Computers offer
physicians increased organization,
efficiency, and productivity. Better
management improves the quality of
patient care, and reduces medical
costs.

"Estimates of physician time
spe,nt on miaintaining medical
records range from 25% to 35%. Ad
ministrative functions occupy yet
more time. These tasks are necess
ary. By performing them more effi
ciently, they require less time. This
allows more time for patient care.
Quality of patient. care incJ;'eases,
while record keeping, administration
and management costs decreaase.'

"The large data. storage and
manipulation capabilities of the com
puter can be used to our advantage
in making decisions. Differential
diagnosis routines, treatment pro
tocols and dru~ interactions are
potential areas of use: In ad~ition,

the interactive capabilities of the
computer can make programmed
learning a reality for patient and
physician."

Conference Session

Mic:rocomputers
and the Design of
Contelligent Systems

Contelligence is the combina
tion of consciousness and
intelligence.

"The linking of human biocom
puters," says Dean Gengle, "with
microcomputers defines a particular
system. By virtue of the human side
of the linkup, we know that the
system possesses contelligence. We
have all heard of programs combined
with computers that teach various
biofeedback methods: alpha/theta
production and control; myogrphy;
temperaturelblood pressure control;
etc. '

"There are many esoteric tradi
tions which have taught 'altered
states of consciousness' m~thods' for
spiritual and sometimed 'magickal'
reasons. Can any of these methods be .
augmented through computerl
human combinations?"

In his talk at the Computer
Faire, Dean will explore some of the
'possibilities opening up in the age of
the personal compnter; and will'sug
gest specific experiments that might
be undertaken by the individual
seeker/scientist. . '- \'. ,~

A piece of cake
In Cobol, plese note that

DIVIDE CAKE INTO 3 yields 3/
CAKE,rather than CAKE/3.

DISTRIBUTE FREE GAZETTES
TO FRIENDS & ASSOCIATES

The Computer Faire would be
pleased to ship you ,any reasonable quan
tity of Gaz.ettes you wish to request, for
distribution to your friends, professional
.associates, and fellow employees.. These
are available without cost; the Faire will
pay all charges, including UPS shipping
fees.

Just write or call and tell us (1) how
many yo'u wish to receive, and (2) ~here
to ship 'em (it must be a street address:
UPS is prohibited from delivering to a
P.O. ·Bo~).

Typically, a Gaz.ette will include a
variety of information ofgeneral interest,
as well as - of course - all the details of
the forthcoming West Coast Computer
Faire. Call or write:

Computer Faire
333 Swett Road
Woodside, CA 94062
(415) 851-7075

Conference Session

The teaching machine has
Overheard at U. c. -Santa Cruz's characterized much of computer
Summer Computer Science Institute: assisted instruction in the past years:

'I" •• rubber du.cky ~tuden,~sare presented with·
arrays. tundoubtedlya political data _ frames or questIons, and must pr?
structure) ,. vide short answers to proceed. ThIS

style of learning can be slow and
:uninteresting, especially as the sub
ject matter and the method of pre-
sentation is fixed. In order to provide
a richer CAl environment, a group of
educators and computer scientists
have developed the GROW system, in
which the knowledge. stored. in the
computer is mutable, and reflects
opinions of students as well as those
of teachers. Also, the GROW syste·ni
allow-sCAI programs to be both' writ
ten and used in a variety of styles
and formats. .

"CAl: A Different Way," is the
topic of a Computer Faire talk by
Jeff Levinsky of Computer Systems
Design Group. .

"GROW," says Jeff "is an
attempt'to apply non-traditional
solutions to some of the traditional
problems of CAl. To counter the
sterile and passive' nature of many
CAl presentations, GROW incorpor
ates several basic motivational tech
niques and allows for creative flex
ibility.This includes having the stu
dent participate in. an active role,
having 'knowledge' be mutable a~d

controversial, and having evalua
tions be carried out by other
individuals rather than by machines.
With GROW, the computer need not
play the role of teacher but can
instead be viewed only as a tool for
le~rning and for reference. And the
variety of presentation styles and- the
subje~tivity of the communication
permits GRqW to be used in educa
tional disciplines in which CAl, has
been typically ignored. Finally,
GROW is designed for many levels of
users: beginners need not know even
that the system is extendable, while
advanced users can develop nodes
and-~stemsof nodes using the
powerful tools and languages availa-
.hIe." .. \.,:t ... '..'·,Jj, .:.1,::.'.......:,... -_~~..:-:u~_t ;'-j

Conference'Session

Individualized
Instruction in
Computer Programming

Individualized instruction is a
process based on the premise that a
student, given sufficient time and
the availability of adequate human
and educational resources, can
master a given segment of instruc
tion to meet an' objective that has
bee n s p e c if i e din a d va n c e .
Individualization recognizes that
different students learn at· different
rates and in different ways,and that
instructors are as varied as the stu
dent s the y tea c h . I nan
individualized course the instructor
is a facilitator and a resource person,
providing supplemental ~ssistance

through tutoring sessions, small
groups, on-the-spot answers to ques
tionss, selection of additi6nal media,
and development of innovative
learning activities to extend the tra
ditional functions of teaching and
administration.

In a talk at the Computer Faire,
Carl Grame and Dan O'Donnell will
describe how courses in· FORTRAN,
BASIC, and IBM 370 assembly
language are conducted on an
individualized basis at De Anza Col
lege, Cupertino, California, where
the y are i ns t rue tor s . Sine e
FORTRAN is their most completely
developed course, they use a detailed
description of it as' representative of
all three courses. The individualized
approach, which includes audio
tapes, uses a variety of teaching
styles and accommodates a variety of
student learning styles. ,'J'"r:.;•.;

KYDETYME
Provides An Apple

-For the Teacher
,The KYDE· TYME' Project in

the SanJuan Unified School District
in Sacramento, California, and the
CHIPS Project at California School
for the Deaf in Berkeley, California,
are funded to develop a computer
assisted. instruction author language
for the microcomputer. The language
is to be easily usable by the "novice"
teacher in CAL The authoring
system nec.essitates -no programming
expertise o~ the part of the teacher
and literally walks' the author:ing
teacher a step ata time through
building a student curriculum, and
the authoring system makes full use
of the graphic capabilities of the
Apple computer.

The "author language" is com~

plete and running, and Ted Perry; of
the, KYDE TYME Project will de
scribe and demonstrate it at the
Computer Faire. Included in the
author language program are:
teacher authoring program, student
presentation program, graphics Conference Session

development program, graphics libr- InGROWn Knowledge:
ary program, and data management'
program. A CAl OutGROWth

Be Prepared .
and Save Money

Carl Dick offeredagoodsugges-
tion for Faire goers:' -

- .A considerable number of the
exhibitors - dealers and manufac
turers - will be. offering special
Faire discounts on their products
purchased at the Faire (if you haul it
away, then they don't h~ve to, saving
them<effort and expense).

Remembering that out-of-state
checks are ,generally unacceptable,
and'credit cards with a $500 charge
limit.(on which travel expenses have
often already, been charged) are
generally insufficient for potent pro
cessOr purchases, Carl suggestedthat
you bring an ample supply of .tra
velers checks, or cash (for those who
wish to live 'dangerously) ... or
maybe gold bullion?

Conference Session

Auntsy Rasa
Niece: Micro COBOL

A compiler-interpreter for a
subset .. of ANSI COBOL has been
implemented on an 8080 or Z80
under the CP1M operating system.
The implementation provides all
nucleus level constructs and file
options from ANSI .COBOL.. THe
language' was implemented through
a compiler and run-time package
which can be executed in 20K bytes
of main memory.' A program consist
ing of 8K bytes of intermediate code
can be supported on this size
machine. The programs that make
up the compiler and run-time
package require 50K bytes of disk
storage.

The NPS MICRO-COBOL com
piler/interpreter is the result of
thesis research at the Naval
Postgraduate School that com
menced in 1976 to demonstrate that
it. was feasible to implement ,I a
COBOL compiler on a microcom
puter.

NPS MICRO-COBOL is the sub
ject of a Computer Faire talk by
Lieutenant Mark Moranville of, the
Naval Postgraduate School. Mark
notes that, "The original design was
based on HYPO-COBOL which is a
Department of Navy approved subset
of COBOL, designed to place minimal
requirements on a system for com
piler support. The definition of
HYPO-COBOL was prompted by the
need for a small-scale package that
could exist in .a microcomputer

. environment. The problem with
using one of the existing COBOL
level specifications was that the level
structure was oriented toward batch

. environments on systems of various
sizes, permitting COBOL implemen-'
tations of various degrees of
sophistication., Many .of the features'
supported by even the lowest levels of
COBOL .are ,not applicable to an
interactive, single-user system such
as CP/M. Additionally, the COBOL

. language being highly verbose
makes high demands on systems
with regard to parsing time and
storage. ·space. MICRO~COBOL was
designed -to reduce the size of the
compiler, and to eliminate functional
redundancy. provided by multiple
options in, the language' statements.
It should be noted that MICRO
C,OBOL is a proper subset of ANSI
COBOL. "

-
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Support Your
Local CP/M

Lifeboat Associates is now
offering CIS Cobol, a language
system especially developed to speed
the production of microcomputer
applications software packages
which require ISAM file· manage
ment and good screen data handling.
The CIS Cobol, distributed under the
name "iCIS Cobol" by Intel Corpora
tion for ISIS, is offered1;>y Lifeboat
Associates for most. popular com
puters' supporting the CP/M, operat
ing system or compatible derivatives.
It comes in' two versions:

• CIS Cobol (standard) ,- An
ANSI '74 Cobol standard com
piler, fully validated by U. S.
Navy tests to ANSI level 1. It
supports many features to level
2! including dynamic loading of
Cobol modules and a full ISAM
file facility, and includes pro
gram segmentation, intractive
debug, and pQwerful interactive
extensions to support protected
and unprotected CRT screen for
matting from Cobol programs
used with any dumb' terminal.
Price: $850

• CIS Cobol '(compact) - A Cobol
subset compiler for use on a 32K
byte microcomputer. It contains
a valuable range of Cobol
language features, many at level
2, and includes ISAM and the
CIS Cobol interactive screen for
matting of dumb terminals.
Price: $650

Two editors are available for use
with CIS' Cobol. They are:

• Forms 1 - A CRT screen/editor
for building application CRT for
mats with protected and
unprotected field areas. The out
put is Cobol data descriptions for
copying into CIS Cobol programs.
It eliminates the chore of writing
screen input and output descrip
tions by hand, and greatly speeds
interactive applications pro
gramming. Output requires CIS
Cobol compiler. Price: $125

• Forms' 2 - The Forms 1 screen
editor, plus indexed file applica
tion program generator. It auto
maticallycreates a 'query and
update' program of indexed files
using CRT protected and
unprotected screen format. No
programming exper-ience is
needed. Output program is
directly compiledd by either. CIS
Cobol compiler.

For further information, con
tact Lifeboat Associates, 2248 Broad
way, New York, NY 10024; (212)
580-0082.

Real-Time Real Estate·
Redam-IIl, a new disk-based

system for the PolyMorphic Systems
8813, is intended for use by brokers.
The system comes on three disks,
stores listings for homes ~nd'build
ings, and performs 25 analysis
routines, including RPA, a residen
tial property analysis; CPA, a com
mercial"property analysis; and CML,
a client mail list.' The packages may
be purchased separately on diskette.

Contact Micro-Systems Design,
1114 State Street, Santa Barbara
CA 931b1; (805) 965-0385. '

TRS-80 BASIC
Manual on its Way

Owners of the powerful, friendly i

TRS-80 haye been waiting for an equally
powerful and friendly book to help them
make the most of their computers. And
in April, 1980, they'll get it.

Bob Albrecht, Don Inman, and
Ramon Zamora have just finished' TRS
80, BASIC, a Wiley Self-Teaching Guide.
The TRS-80 Monthly News Magazine
called an advance copy "outstand
ing...the best thing to happen to Level II
owners."

,The guide teaches readers step-by
step to read,. write, and program in
BASIC on the Level II TRS-80. Packed
with games, graphics, learning tools,
and home manageriiEmt applications, it
can help bo.th beginners and'
experienced programmers gain max
imum enjoyment and use from their
TRS-80s.

Bob, Don, and Ramon are all asso
ciated with Dymax Corporation of Menlo
Park, California. The authors and con
sultants are editor.s of Recreational Com- .'
puting. Bob has been lead author (with
LeRoy Finkel and Jerald Brown) of
three other Wiley Self-T~aching Guides:
BASIC, 2nd ed.,· BASIC for, Home Com
puters, and ATARI BASIC.

'For more information, contact:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third
Avenue, New York NY 10016; (212)867-
9800. \ r::.'"7 ("'i ,":;' .~: t'" j' ~ .i· j'~~' ... ,. i·~,. 'j .. f I J J"~

Mail~V is Micro Architect's first
paCl<,age of Series V business soft
ware for the TRS-80 DOS system. It 
can be used with other Series V
systems such as WORD-V, which pro
duces personalized letters from mail
ing list information. and INV-V
which receives nam~ a'nd a<fdres~
information for printing 'purchase
orders. .

The screen input and edit
features allow the user to move the
cursor, to delete a character or a line,
or to replace characters by typing
over them. .

Mail-V includes a report writer,
p~rmitting the user to specify the re
port or to label formats on-line.
Selection criteria, field calculations, .
and multiple-sort keys are supported.
One or more labels can be selected
across a line. -

Fie'lds include new zip' cqde
extensions, last reference date, and
remark field. A selection code, rang
ing from 0 to 32,000, is used to
classify labels.

Unlike most !?imilar programs,
the entire data base does not have to
be sorted each time records are
added. The entire diskette can be
used for storing data, and the entire
file can be sorted in minutes instead
of in hours~ An advanced sorting
algorithm has, been implemented,
and a s¢parate module to handle
sorting n'umeric zip- codes is provided.
Any fields can be sorted or searched,
the company says.

-TRS-80, DOS, and 32K memory
arflrequired. Mail-Vis priced 'at $59,
'includes full documentation, and is
delivered on diskette; the manual.
alone costs $5. A CP/M version will
soon be available.

Contact Micro Architect, 96
Dothan St., Arlington, MA 02174.

Conference Session

Is Electronic Technology
Making Humankind
A~ Endangered,Species? -

"We in~he' i n t e 11 i ge n t
machines' industry, are unavoidably
among the shapers, of not only
Toniorrow'sworld, but probably
what will become of mankind itself,"
claims Entecon Corp. president Don
Perry Dunlap.

"Perhaps," he continues, "tllat
is important enough for usto pause a
moment in our efforts at creating the
means of achieving the future and
contemplate what we really want the
ultimate fruits of our labors to be."

In Don's talk at the Computer
Faire, he will present a perspective
and a few bases for formulating some
choices thaat may become
increasingly significant in guiding
the directions of our work· and
innovations in 'the future.

. Citing a quote from Robert
Jastrow in Time Magazine ("The
computer initiates life like an
electronic monkey. As computers get
mO,re comlex, the information gets
better. Finally'the line between the
original and the copy becomes blur
red. In another 15 years or so - we
will see the computer as an emergent
form of life. Human Evolution is a
nearly finished chapter in the
history of life - a new species '. will

arise out of man. Only a carbon
chemistry chauvinist would assume
that the new species must be man's
flesh and blood descendents, with
brains housed in fragile shells of
'bone. The new, kind of intelligent life
is more likely to be made of silicon."),
Don states, "It is my intention to
challenge Dr~ Jastrow's contentions
and put them ,in a broader perspec
tive, not on the grounds' of their
possibility or even their so confi
dently prophesied inevitability - I
contest'them purely on the grounds
of their desirability." .~..h1

Teletype is Turtlelike MAILING LIST PROGRAM
by Jim C. Warren, Jr. TO SUPPORT FUTURE

We have a Teletype Model 40 _PACKAGES
chain printer, here at the Faire. It has
served us well. However, a two-dollar
item - the form-feed contact "- broke
and we ordered another one, last Octo~
bel'.

We received ~a back-order notice,
dated November 9th (that's 1979).
Recently, noticing that were were still
limping along with kludged, formfeed
less software, we called and asked about
the part.

We were told - with no slightest
hint that it was, extra-ordinary - that

~ the part was scneduled for delivery in
August, 1980. Yes, they knew it was cru
cial for the proper operation of the
printer. No, they didn't know if they
could ship it earlier -.,. but they'd check
and get back to us, immediately.

That was a coupla weeks ago, and
we have yet to hear anything. Our
understanding is that Teletype is still
manufacturing Model40's . . . which
require that part. So,apparently, they
are reserving all ,of the parts they
manufacture for the new machines 
and,the people who already have
machines can eat cake.

We thought you might be consider~

ing purchasing a Model 40 and thus
might be interested in our e~perience.
It's great ... until something breaks.
Then, you can call their [backlorder
clerk at (312)982-2132, and see if your
machine is going to be usable within the
next year or so.

. Motion illusions have fasci
nated the public at least since 1867
when Milton Bradley patented an '
animation, toy called the Zoetrope of
"Wheel of Life." One of the earliest
motion picture machines was made
by Plateau, a Belgian vision scientist,
in 1833. His device, the stroboscope,
consists of a sequence of still pictures
printed on a disk which are viewed as
they spin behind a series of slits. He
gave a prototype to a countryman,
Quetelet, the founder of statistics,
who eventually -gave it to Michael
Faraday. Shortly thereafter the
stroboscope and related animation
devices were widely sold as parlor
toys for - the children of Victorian
intellectuals. In the later half of the
nineteenth century, the German
scientists Helmholtz, ,Mach:- Wundt,
and Exner were among the first to
make precise measurements of
apparent motion. Exner's method
was to present two separate suc
cessive electric sparks and askobser
vers to judge the order of presenta
tion. His device is a forerunner of oile .
of the most widely used instruments
in vision research, the tachistoscope.

Speaking at the Computer
Faire on "Seeing Motion with the
Mind's Eye," Sam Hersh will talk of
contemporary applications (a smart
tachistoscope), demonstrate Phi
Phenomena particularly,and more
generally, will demonstrate that "an
extraordinary ability of the mind to
see motion where none exists is the
basis' for animated visual 'displays.
For example; if two neighboring
figures are, successively flashed,the
figures appear to move smoothly
from one position to the other when
the time int~rval between, flashes is
between 30 .and 200 msec. Many
related phenomena can be demon
strated and investigated using an
inexpensive video processor instead
of standard electromechanical
instruments which are less ver
satile."

Conference Session

"A list is only as_ strong as its
weakest link." ...... said Don Knuth
(witho~t a lisp) .

Wanna
Trial Subscription?

The Center for ComputerlLaw
has announced, publication of the
first annual issue of.the ~Computer/

Law Journal, a periodical concerned
with "Current Developments in Com-

,puter Law." This issue contains
feature articles on computer con
tracts, electronic funds transfer, the
Ribicoff computer crime bill, 'and
computer-aided legal instruction.

The issue also includes a topical
bibliography, containing over 1200
items published in the computer law
field during 1978, a summary of all
important case decisions reported
during 1978, and an extensive read
ing list on computer law.

The special issue is priced at
$15; subscriptions to the quarterly
Computer/Law Journal are $50 per
year. Contact, Computer/Law Jour
nal, 675 South Westmoreland Ave.,
Los Angeles, CA '90005; (213) 623
3321.

,A Moving 'Account
of Animation
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A Case of Apples
Gets Carried Away

CP/M Software Computer TEXTile, Inc.
'S'upport F';"'mleng .U.p' recently announced the availability

.LI. of a rugged, custom-designed, Apple-
The Small Systems Group, a soft- computer-system, carrying case. The

ware consulting firm in Southern case contains ~om for an Apple, 9"
California, has just completed a survey Sanyo monitor,. two disk drives,
of softwa.re packa.ges· for micro com-power strip, two boxes of diskettes,
puters using the CP/M operating system. and manuals.
Questionnaires were sent to 84 vendors Excellent for the executive who
and data 'on 264 programs has been wants to bring his system home in
received. the evenings or on weekends, the

The survey contains a general sec- case is finished in a black vinyl with
tion on topics such as classification, metal, reinforced corners. The
description, price, and number of copies interior is completel)" lined with pro
sold as well as a configuratie>;n section ·.tective, foam rub.ber covered with
which covers memory, disk, terminal
and printer requirements. black velveteen. The carrying case

After tabulating the results, it includes a built-in shelf over the
appears that CP/M based micros may be Apple for the monitor and disk drives
the best supported computers in the so the system may be operated in the
world, according to Larry Press, Small --case. For added convenience, itis not

. Systems Group president. For example, necessary to detach any cabling to
there' are 27 text editing or word pro- pack the system for transport. '
cessing packages available under CP/M . The case is designed suitcase
and 17 high-Ievel,language processors. style with the disk drives and moni-

A.survey directory .has been.pre-
pared. It shows all programs classified by tor sitting beside the Apple. The case
type and gives the names and addresses measures 30"x21-1/2"x10-3/4",
of their vendors. One can read Off the weighs approximately 12 pounds,
v_endors of mailing list systems, medical and costs $199.
office systems, payroll packages, etc. For further information, con-

For further information, contact tact: Computer TEXTile, Inc., 10960
Larry Press, Box 5429,Santa Monica CA Wilshire Blvd, 1504, Los Angeles CA
90405; (213) 392-1234. .' -' , 90024; 213-477-2196;

Conference SeSSiOll

Courting Legal Protection
In The Software Jungle

In Greek mythology there is a
detailed account of the god Pro
metheus, giving the gift of fire to
mankind. .It was soon after. that
Someone received the first burn. In a'
similar manner, the computer has
proven its utility to humanity in
'numerous ways. The complex legal
problems associated with computer
use are now becominffmoreapparent
in both the civil and criminal courts.

The high demand for applica u

tions software has resulted in a
·small army of 'independent
developers and distributers. The
computer industry has quickl.\'
reached the multi-million dollar
stage. A single program can cost any,
where from a few dollars to a
hundred thousand dollars depending
on its complexity. It comes as no
surprise· that piracy of software is
fast becoming a major concern t.o
software developers who may havp
invested much time and effort in
their creations. The question is not
whether any protection exists for
software, but which alternative
offers the best protection.

As programs with real·life
applications proliferat.e. it is con·
ceivable that lawsuits will he filerl
against the original software
developer for damages or injurip"
arising from the use of their pro·
grams. Unsophisticated consumers
should be aware ofthe simple means
they· can employ 't~ protect their
investment in software when dealing
with an independent vendor.

"These are only a few of thp
problems facing the computer indus
try today," says attorney Raymond
Karch. His talk at the Computer
Faire, "The Software ,Jungle: Legal
Pitfalls," deals with some of the legal
problems that are commonly encoun
tered by software developers, dis
tributers, and purchasers. Alterna
tive methods of software protection
are seen in the context of copyrights..
patents, and trade secrets. Potential
lia b iIi t Y fro m so ftwa r e use is
explored along with meansto limit it.

An Exerciser.
For Slipped Disks

Micro Systems Associates, Inc., has
recently introduced DiskTool (tm), a
low-cost,-software, floppy disk exerciser
and repair package targeted for
microcomputer retail stores and tech
nically-minded individuals. DiskTool is
currently available for Imsai IMDOS
(tm) or CP/M (tm) systems using PerSci
floppy disk drives. It enables a techni
cian to perform all factory recommended
adjustments on PerSci floppy disk drives
including those made necessary when
the main voice-coil, positioner lamp
burns out.

An extra feature of the package is
a foolproof adjustment procedure for the
IMSAI Programmable Data Separator
'(PDS) board.

Some of the many DiskTool com
mands provide facilities for azimuth and
track alignment, motor-speed adjust
ments, and head-load solenoid adjust
ments.

A demonstration disk and manual
are available and versions for other
microcomputer systems and floppy disk
drives are being' developed. For more
info, contact: Micro-Systems Associates,
Morgantown WV .26505;(304) 291-5180.

Disk Exerciser
To JogYourMe~ory

Ava Instrumentation, Inc. recently
announced the Model 103 Floppy Disk' ~

Exerciser, claimed to be the first, low
cost, lightweight portable exerciser
designed exclusively for floppy disk
drives. Both mini-floppy and standard'
8" •floppy disk drives, whether single or
double-sided, single or double density,
can be tested and alig:p.ed, whether in the

field, lab, or
Its claimed features are: head

alignment simplification, index detector
adjustment, track 0 adjustment and
other normal maintenance procedures;
small size (fits in briefcase); compatible '
w~thallmakes .of drives using the stan
dard Shugart interface; two connectors
are provided, one 34-pin for mini-floppy
drives and one 50-pin for standard 8"

'floppy drives; no power supplies, the
Model 103 uses power from the drive
under test;. interface cables for either
the standard floppy or mini-floppy.drives
are optional,and may be purchased,sep
arately, as the user needs them, power
cables are' included with the interface
cables; .manual or alternate seek (with

, track 0) to any track address, address
status LED's verify head positioning;
drive status LED's verify current drive
status; a pattern ofa11 ones or zeroes can
be written from index to index, for single
or double density drives; and surface
select for double-sided drives.

For information, contact: Ava
Instrumentation, 96772 Manzanita
Avenue, Ben Lomand CA 95005; 408
336-5048.

PETPILOT:
AniDlal Talk

Commodore PET owners get
full standard PILOT (the popular
computer-assisted. instruction
language) on a minimum-size PET,
according to Dave Gomberg of the
PETPILOT Project. Dave announced
not only a PETPILOT language pro
cessor, but also ~n editor suitable for
preparing long programs of up to
about 80,000 characters.

The new product features full
BASIC in compute statements as
well as two new keywords designed to
make' PILOT programming easier
and faster. All langua'ge features of
the most recent PILOT standard are
implemented. In addition, the system
has been designed to be easy to learn
and use.

Because PET tapes can only
move forward, there are limits,
depending on memory size, to the dis
tance a PETPILOT program may
jump upward, Dave said. Dr Martin
Kamp, an experienced PILOT pro
grammer,' described this restriction
as "not a barrier to effective Use of
PETPILOT. "

Only the tape drive supplied
with the PET. is required to run any
PETPILOT program. While simple
PETPILOT programs can .be .created
on a orie-tape PET, 'authors. writing
long, programs will need the second
,cassette drive offered by Commodore
International (Palo Alto, California),
manufacturer of the PET.

The package .offered by the
PETPILOT Project contains both
programs, a sample ,PETPILOT pro
gram, a teacher's manual, a quiG,k
reference card, and licenses to run
the programs on a single PET. The
package costs $25, including postage
and taxes (prepaid only), and can be
ordered by specifying the PET serial

\number t6 be licensed, to: Dave Gom
berg, 7 Gateview Ct, San Francisco
-CA 94116. '

RUMORS ...
continued from page 11
operating under the name, 'Thinker- '
toys' for 11 years (yes, the store car
ries micro-based gadgets; yes, George
knows about it; and, yes, the owner is
less than enchanted' with George's
registration· venture).

George told us that he knows
the name .was used by others. long
,before he decided to try trademark
ing it - but that he was the first one
to put a· 'TM' bug on it.

Now we have' no .objection to
'Teletype™ or IBM™ or Frigidare™
being.tra<lemarked, for, in~each case
the original users were the
registrants. However, we do question
whether George's martuever fits
within the spirit of the trademark
concept. (This has nothing what
soever to do with whether it is legal,
for it is well known that swallowing
camels and fitting elephants through
eyes of' needles is standard fare .for

I legal eagles - all too often the car
nivores on the skeleton of societal
structure.)

If the Trademark & Patent Of
fice sees fit to honor George's
application for registration - on the
basis of first TM, ignoring first use 
then we will .consider filing for
registra tion of the following
(herewith first TMed): mother
board™, Pie™ (Apple™ is alreaw
taken), S-100™ L microcomputerT ,
I™,and George™ Morrow™.

Why - if this really catches on"
.a whole new generation of intelligent
typewriters and typesetters will have
to replace. current machines - ones
that append TM to each word as it is
typed. Trulv™, George™ mayTM
create™ aT~ boominsTM new)'M
application™ for'tM theT microcom
puters:™

Conference Session

Cereal Communication
Is More Than
Snap, Crackle,'&Pop

There are two basic modes of
Serial Communication that take
place·. in microprocessor" systems:
asynchronous (unclocked), and syn
chronous (clocked). Within any given
communication network there exists
a protocol or set of ruleS than ensure
that data transmitted is received as
it was sent.

~'In a typical microprocessor
system, " says Frank Toth of Ameri
can Microsystems,thedata from the
microprocessor .bus must be con
verted from a parallel to a serial for
mat through some type of interface
device; In simple asynchronous
systems,' this device is usually an'
asynchronous receiver andtransmit
ter (UART). In more· complex
systems using. Binary Synchronous
Communications (Bi-Sync), a Syn
chrohous Communications Adapter
(SCI or UClA) is utilized to ~convert

parallel microprocessor data to a
serial bit stream with a clock. In
extremely complex Bit Oriented Pro
tocol (BOP) systems having multi
points of reception/transmission, a

. complex device such as an Advanced
Data Link Controller (ADLC) is used
to transfer data from a computer to a
remote location."

Frank covers in detail, all these
aspects in his presentat:on, "An
Overview of Serial Communications
in· Microprocessor Systems," 'at the
Computer Faire.

-

-
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If you feel that you and your tax dollars have
been treated fairly or unfairly by the UCSD
Pascal Project, please send your comments
to Jim Warren, 345 Swett Rd., WoodsideCA
94062." Ifyou were an industry or OEM user of
UCSD Pascal, you may wish tocopy your com
ments to the Microcomputer Industry Trade
Association, c/o Jim. Edlin, Secretary, 380
Mountain Home Rd., Woodside CA 94062.

Wanted: Used CDC Hawk, 10MB hard-disc
drive with a 3M interface. Contact Wireless
Digital at (415)851-7077.

Genuine, antique 8K PDP-81I with. quad
DECtapes and papertape punch. Fully
functional; in two 6' instrument· racks on
casters; runs 0818, DIBOL, etc. - 15 years of
~ystems and applications software available;
metudes manuals, DECtapes, schematics.
$3800, F. O. B. Sunnyvale, CA. Call Jim at
(415)851·7664.

[Huh?) Used (=inexpensive) redwood water
tanks wanted. Contact Jim at (415)851
7664. Also sought: redwood planking and
solar heating equipment.

If the porkbarrelers would stop deflating d()l
lars, we would stop increasing Computer Faire
fees (we increased 11%; the economy inflated
13%; thus, the 5th Faire is 2% less expensive
than the 4th Faire. Aren't we good folks?).

Decreasing dollars! Tired of rampant infla
ti<m? Let's tell our congresspeople to stop
creating money underived from products or
services.
(In fairness, we must also tell them that we
are willing to -and wish·to - accept less
from the government. Please Uncle, I'd rather
do it myself! )

About 60 cancelled and uncancelled Czech
stamps were taken in trade for a subscription
to the old Intelligent Machines Journal (newly
transformed into InfoWorld) - the subscriber
c.ouldn't get U. S. dollars out· of
Czechoslovakia. These include a number of
astronaut/cosmonaut/space stamps, as well as
the more usual horses and castles. $35 for all
of 'em. Jim, (415)-851-7075.

Six 18K Dynabyte RAM boards, any or all
at $250 each, Jim at (415)851-7075.

WANT ADS
Industrial quality disc·b8sed co~puter
system. DTC Microfile, 8080 processor with
4~K memory, full Microsoft Di~ Basic, floppy
d!sc o~ratlng system, dual 8 Persci floppy
disc drives. Used, for Computer Faire files for
byo years, until we outgrew it. Will sell for
$4800, F. O. B. Woodside, CA. Contact Com
puter Faire at (415)851-7075.

For the first time in the U. S. : The Japan
Microcomputer Club will exhibit their
work and projects at the West Coast Com
puter Faire. Don't miss it.

The user can choose a 'fast
path' to generate a single document,
or can add to the catalogue of docu
ments ready fqr modification and re
use, which is stored on a floppy disk.
Paragraph ind'entations and line
width are easily set or changed,
aCl::ording to the compan'y. The
screen-oriented en try module
features backspace, ,cursor up and
down, erase a character/lirie, scroll
up/down, and m-ove-line/move-block
capabilities.

Letteright is fully menu-driven,
and is documented in a 53-page
user's manual. The system requires

. a CP/M-based microcomputer with
48K RAM, at least one disk drive,a
printer that can skip to top of form,
and an 80 x 24 CRT with cursor
addressing. The package is available
n a tiona lly th rough computer
retailers, including ComputerLand.

Contact Structured Systems
Group, 5204 Claremont Avenue,
Oakland, CA 94618.

Subscribe to the only fast·turnaround
microcomputing news medium: InfoWorld,

" the biweekly newspaper for the micro comm
'munity. $18/26 issues throughout the U. S.

InfoWorld, 530 Lytton, Palo Alto CA ~4301.

Visa and MasterCharge accepted.

Conference Session

Custom Letters:
An Exact Correspondence

Structured Systems Group has
released Letteright, an office corres
pondencesoftware packag'e which
allows the user to customize each let
terto the recipient. The system can
read names and addresses from any
SSG NAD Name and Address file,
and can write those names and
addresses'into the document where
specified.

The system's use of substitution
values allows the user to create form
letters or standard documents; the
text closes in around th~ substitution
value automatically. According to. a
spokesman for the company, the
handling of responses, to routine
requests would be one typical
applica~ionof the'system. The opera
tor would call up the document, key
in the substitution value for the
individual inquiry, and print the ·let
ter; depending upon the type of
printer used, the letter would appear
to have been h~I)d-tY'ped. , '

.t:. ~.' i . ~ ::.. I -, Ii ,'" ' I i,' ~,

"Computer science is the only
discipline in which we view adding a
new wing to a building as being
maintenance." -Jim Horning

year-to-date, and average
figures, and costs $25.

'. Labels: The Cobol program
reads a name and address file
with three or four line addresses
(created with any text editor)
and prints cheshire or gummed
labels, one-up or four-up; the
one-up has an option to stop for
envelope feeding. The label pro-:
gram costs $25.

Contact Ellis Computing, 1480
17th Avenue, San Francisco, CA
94122; (415) 664~1534.

~ ~'. ; )... l r:. __ J.. ,.~i(\~"~'J

Conference Session

Interactive
\

·Service
Offerings

Eclipse Overshadows
Computer Tracking

The February 16, 1980, total,
solar eclipse was the object ofa com
bined backpacking and scientific

"Two-way CATV systems have expedition to the highlands of Kenya
been in existence in this country for for Byte Publications' editorial direc
at least fifteen years and yet, until' tor Carl Helmers. The ~xpedition

. recently, there have not been any ,was the brainchild of Norm Wl.tyte, a
strong, two-way, interactive service graduate student at Sonoma State
offerings. There have been satellites. University, C'alifornia, who is
First, government satellites, and interested in computer-controlled,
then commercial satellites. Western solar-corona observation. Carl met
Union, RCA, and AT&T operate Norm after writing about the prob
satellite systems, but there are. no lem of automating eclipse-photogra
two-way interactive programs. There phy in the July, 1979 issue of Byte.
are ,many n~w communication Norm's experiment used a lot of
media, but they are generally inac- custom mechanical and electronic
cessible for general home or office equipment with infrared film
use. Telephones, telex machines, mounted in a magazine back for a
acoustic couplers, and data access Canon 35mm SLR body~ Carl's photo
arrangements are most commonly graphy was performed using his
used. What is missing is a universal, ' Nikon 35mm SLR body, and motor
home/office terminal device..;.. a low~ drive with Ektachrome ASA 200 film
cost terminal device that would be as in a 250-shot magazine back. Photo
prevalent as the telephone, and graphy was done with a 1000mm
w 0 u 1d h a vet h e folio win g reflex telephoto lens. Both sets of
capabilities: ' equipment wer,e attached to an

"Accept alphabetic input and equatorial tel~scope mount' so thatt
display, accept numeric input and sun-tracking was automatic in an
display, color graphic input and dis- open-loop fashion. Both cameras
play, motion video input and display, were controlled by computer systems
audio input and output, soft-copy which generated the exposure tim
storage (i.e., erasable storage such as ing.
tape\ hard copy output, access to Norm's ex.periment was con
computing power, two-way com- trolled by an Apple-II computer with
,munication capability (providing custom ipterface cards for parallel 1/
audio/video and data communica- 0, and a Mountain Hardware real
tions), ability to translate between time clock. Carl's own eclipse photo
audio, video and data." graphy was done using a single-card
'> In.sup1marizing his talk ("The computer. Fur'therinvestigation
Electronic Sandbox"), to be giv~n at finds that the design sketch of last
the. Computer Faire, San Francisco July's Byte editorial to be too elabor
State University Bfoadcast' & Com- ate. It turns out, says Carl, that ali
munication Arts professor Mark one needs to do is control the
Cummings concludes: pulsewidth of a contact closure /in

"We are entering a period of order to control the exposure time.
dynamic change based on technologi- The falling edge of the shutter pulse
cal adv'ances in:micro-electronics cues the motor drive to advance to
and communications technologie~. the next frame.
The magnitude of these advances Carl promises that his talk at
has to a large degree unvested,the the Computer Faire will be profusely
interests that have maintained the illustrated, with photographs from
status quo, thus creating a pla~tic the trip, in conjunctin with commen
environment, an "Electronic taries about the systems involved.
Sandbox." This period will be
relatively .short·Jived. Soon new
interests will become vested and the
patterns built in "sand" will become
locked in "concrete." Now is the time
for creative play; for experimenta
tion with new alternatives; and for
choosing those alternatives which

_will foster a more humanizing, more
socializing and more democratic
society."

Ancy for COBOL?
Ellis Computing' has introduced

four new Cobol appHcation packages
written in the company's Nevada
CoboF~, a subset of the ANSI·74
standards.. ,The source code is dis
tributed either on paper listings or
on Processor Technology's Helios dis
kette, and comes with documenta
tion. According to the company, the
packages' will run· with. any Cobol
compiler. The new packages are:

• Budget Planning: A planning
aid for new or existing busi
nesses. The Business Plan
Generator consists of two Cobol
programs, one which is interac
tive, for easy data collection, and
one which prints reports in
accounting format. Both are
table-driven for ease in changing
chart-of-accounts, and cost $25.

'. Pre-Cobol: The Cobol
preprocessor allows the Cobol
programmer to invent his own
mnemonics which are translated
to staandard Cobol reserved or
user-words. Old or new pro
grams are margin-aligned and
structure-indented for easy
reading, modification,or debug
ging; The·preprocessor costs $25.

• PFR: The Personal Financing
Report consists of three Cobol
programs to record and print
personal income and expen
ditures. The data collection
forms and interactive input pro
gram are central to the system.
rhe report .showsc~r~entmonth,

t ~ ' •• " ~1) ~ 1 ,I J ~ f.... '" _t':~ >' ,~~

System Selection Guide, comparison
charts for Level I and Level II BASIC, a
description of disk BASIC and TRSDOS

-?perating systems for. Model I, and the
Level III BASIC and TRSDOS operating
System for Model II.

TRS-80 .Microcomputer Catalog
RSC-3 is avail~ble free on request from
participating Radio .Shack stores and
dealers, and Radio Shack Computer
Centers, nationwide.

Cataloging the'TRS-80
'Radio Shack has issued their TRS

80 Microcomputer Catalog RSC-3, "The
Expanding World of TRS-80."
. The 24-page, full-color catalog
mcludes complete, up-to-date informa
tion on both Model I and Model II TRS~
80 Microcomputer Systems.

Also listed in the new catalog are
peripherals and accessories such as five
line-printers, disk ~xpansion units, -a
voice synthesizer, system desk, dust
covers, 'carrying cases and software
including; more than 50 ready-to-run

. programs.
Detailed specifications shown in

the new catalog include aTRS-80
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Pharmaceutical File
Drags Out the Drugs

The American Society of Hospi
tal Pharmacists has announced the
availability of the Drug Products
Information File" a multifunctional
data base in machine-readable form.
According to the Society, it is a data
file with English descriptions and
standard codes,"inclusive ,of all
pharmaceutical products, and
applicable to any hospital."

Some of the features of the file
include inventory, control, drug list
preparation, patient billing, drug use
review, bid list pr~paration, label
preparation, ,and drug information

. programs. The'Society supplies the
master file on magnetic tape, a prin
tout of the contents of the tape; and a
documentation manual.

For more information, contact
Publication and Membership
Records, American Society of Hospi
tal Pharmacists, 4630 Montgomery
Ave., Washington D. C. 20014..

Conference Session

Modular and
Structured Programming
On Small Systems

The goal of programming' is to
write a sequence' of' instructions to '\
implement an algorithm to produce
the desired result.' The goal of
modern programming to to be able to
write more than four lines of code at
a time and still have that code work
properly.

"Many programmeers," says
Terry Ritter, "have begun to follow a
body of techniques that can be of sig
nificant help in the creation of relia
ble programs. My talk at the Com
puter Faire, 'Modular and Structured
Programming on Small Systems
(in,cluding 6809 Assembly
Language)' will define these techni
ques, show why they are helpful,
extend them for use in a small com
puter environment, and show how
they can be applied att the assembly
language level on the 6809.

"My talk presents a systematic
new way of programming at the as
sembly language level. Using the de
scribed techniques,modular, struc
tured programs can be written with
out using a high-level language. This
is possible because the required
structured-programming facillities
have been identified, and each is
availahle directly on the target
machine (the MC6809)~ The assem
bly-language use of these facilities is
not automatic, as it would be in a
structured high-level language, but
the facilities are available for use,
and such use becomes convenient
and obvious. The prograamming
innovation consists of restricting the
code to the use of ONLY the struc
tured facilities. Although the 68809

. is upward compatible from the 6800,
6800-like programs can only per
petuate those non-modular features
which demanded the creation of the
6809 in, the first ,place. Structured
techniques were so complex on all

(early 'microprocessors that they
reduced - rather than improved 
the probability of writing a correct
program, and drastically reduced
performance, as well. -

"Within, the next decade, there
will be several major disasters
directly attributable to programming
errors." -Jim Horning, 1979 U. C. 
Santa Cruz Summer Computer
Science Institute

For further information, con
tact:ABW Corporation, BoxM 1047,
Ann Arbor MI 48106; 313-9.71-9364.

tion as' a monitor. Typical TEKSIM
image quality is demonstrated in the
comparison abovelbelow/at right/at
left/etc.

Suggested retail price is $795.

Apple Enabled
Emulation

If (l,) you would like to receive free
future issues of our glorious Silicon Gulch
Gazette (worth at least every penny you pay

WHATSIT Tiny Pascal,

Prints Charmingly We Remember HimWell
People's Software at nonprofit

"WHATSIT?'" (trademark), a con- Computer Information Exchange is
versational filing and query program for selling a tiny Pascal compiler for $15.
personal computers, is now avail"able in a Written in BASIC, People's Pas
new printing version for the Apple II,
according to Computer Headware, its cal I runs on any 16K, TRS-80 Level
developer. II system. Compilers let computerists

, Called' a "self-indexing query write fast, efficient machine, code
,system," the:program has been available while working with' a higher-level
since 1978 in versions for CP/M and language.
North Star computers. By cross referenc- The People's Pascal ,I program
ingdata entries in disc storage, WHAT- development system comes on a tape
SIT is able to answer direct questions, with 14 programs" and 18 11"x17"
phrased in simple "pidgin English." pages of documentation. Programs

Always spoken of as "her" in the I
160-page user's manual, WHATSIT dis- inc ude editor/compiler, interpreter,
tinguishes herself by her breezy, imperti- translator, run-time system, and two
nent repartee, incl)lding such rejoinders demonstration programs.
as "New~ to me!" when queried for infor- People's Pa~cal I compiler pro
mation not currently on file, 01' "Never duces P codes", which the translator
mind!" when the user cancels a request converts to Z-80 code, the' TRS-80
unexpectedly. nativelanguage. The user" is given

An acronym for "Wow! How'd All the option of optimizing for either
That Stuff get In There?", WHATSIT 13peed or memory efficiency. Pro
responds at conversational speed ... even grams written via People's Pascal I
in files containing hundreds or thou-
sands of entries. Typical response time is run three times faster'than those in
2 to 10 seconds, the firm claims. Level II BASIC - graphics is eigqt

In contrast to the rigid formatting times faster.
demanded by other programs, WHAT- To produce object programs,
SIT's open~ended data ,structure evolves the computerist must use the Peo
continuously as the system is used. New pIe's Pascal I programs, plus Tandy
file headings, unlimited in number,may T-Bug. Use of Tandy editor/assem-
be added any time ... then remain bIer is optional.
available for future reference. The People's PascalI program

To accommodate large files, the development system, with editor/
program squeezes 2000 or more entries compiler ana interpreter written in
onto a 5-inch disc ... up to a total 25,000 BASIC, and its,multiple parts, is not
using four discs in the CP/M format.
Detail entries are automatically cross- the ultimate in speed and simplicity
indexed under any desired headings. of use. People's Pascal II, at ,$23, is

Applications of WHATSIT include easier to use and faster operating.It
desktop indexing, of investment is all one machine-language pro
portfolios, music "or hobby' collections, gram. Programs w:ritt~n in Pascal II
customer lists, household or professional' do not execute quite as fast as those
files. At least one WHATSIT customer in Pascal I because the system does
uses the system to index real estate list- not produce Z-80 object programs" of
ings. the user's source program.

New in the Apple model isa I d II I
"Soundex Reques't," for retrieving Both Pasca I an compi e
entries by phonetic matching _ useful user programs into P-codes. Both
when the spelling isunkown or forgot- systems work in an interpretive
ten. A "WHAT'S NEXT" Request, also mode, interpreting P-codes into Z-80
new in the Apple model, switches on au- codes. But Pascal I has a translator
tomatic self-prom,pting ... a handy time- for creating Z":.80 native-code pro
saver when entering new data or updat- grams, and Pascal II does not. In Pas
ing what's already on file. cal II, all user programs must be

For further information, contact: interpreted each time they are
Computer Headware, P. O. Box 14694, executed. Pascal II is still said to be

I San Francisco CA 94114. four to eight times faster than Level
-F-R-E-E-••-------------------- II BASIC.

for iU, and (2') the mailing label on, this issue P I I . I L' 16K t
Get Future, Gazettes d h h 'I' d t ' asca, IS on y lor sys ems.

oes not ave t e inal mg , a e In square Pascal II is for either 16K or 32K
brackets, then send your request to:

Free SGG, Computer Faire systems. Pascal I has UCSD-like tu.r-
333 Swett Rd tIe graphics. Pascal I requires line
Woodside CA 94062 n\lmbers in the user program, and

Pascal II does not.
Computerists wishing ,to buy

direct should include 50 cents for
each tape, ordered, and California
residents should add 6% tax ($.90,
and '$1.38,respectively, 'on Pascal I
and II). Besides People's Pascali and
II, People's Pascal has three, public
domain program tapes -in Level II,
and two inLevel I, at $7.50 each (plus
50 cents for postage/handling 
California residents add 45 cents
tax). The public-domain tapes have
as many as 77 programs on them.

For further information, con
tact: Compute.r Information
Exchange,Box 158, San Luis Rey CA
92068. .

Conference Session

Computer-Assisted,
Astronomical Self-Identity:
Aries Finds Itself in RAM

The amateur astronomer's
mai~ activity at the telescope is to
seek out and identify numerous
celes~ialobjectswithin thelimita
tions of his optical (or radio) equip
ment and of existing "seeing" condi
tions. Objects are found by their
celestial coordinates (right·asscen
sion: equivalent to longitude, dec
lination: equivalent to latitude).
These data are listed in many stan~

dard reference works, and, of course,
. designate an enormous number of
'stars,double stars, clusters, cluster
galaxies, etc. ,

Da~daptation of vision is a'
sine.-qua-non for most effective use of
the telescope, and the necessity to
illuminate and leaf through pages of:
hard copy isa tedious and time-~on

suming' chore. The microcomputer
CRT set up, on or adjacent to an
observation deck, is an ideal solution
for selected storage,rapid retrieval,
and minimal degrading effect on the'
dark·adapted eye.

Sidney Levin, of the Astronomi
cal Society of the Pacific, will, speak
on "Microcomputer-Assisted
Amateur Astronomy" at the Com
puter Faire. In addition to location-

,data programs, other useful· pro
grams discussed include: retrieval of
events, dates, and. times (Jupiter
satellite eclipses, planetary opposi
tions); tanslation of known celestial
coordinates to' navigational ones
(altitude and azimuth); software
creation of a sidereal clock; and
educational programs to illustrate
principles of astronomy and physics.

Sidney, uses a TRS-80 model 1,
level II computer with 32K of RAM,
and single, disc drive. Programs are
in ,BASIC and, quite simple, though
much, of the sophisticated capability
of the computer is utilized . (tri
gonometric functions, real-time
clock, and graphic display. All of the
programs wer~ originally stored on
cassette tape, the only disadvantage
being slow loading. .

Anew ROM-based device which
enables an Apple II computer to
emulate Tektronix 4010-series
graphics terminals has just been
introduced by ABW Corporatin.
TEKSIM, the "Tektronix Simulator,"
employs distributed processing in its

. programming approach and uses
Apple's high resolution plotting
capabilities. No modification to the
host-resident program is required to
display or input graphical data.
Although the Apple has approx
imately 1/4 the resolution' of 1,\

Tektronix terminal, a TEKSIM
Apple combination offers a substan
tial cost advantage, and exclusive
features such as multi-colored dis
plays, selective erase, and standard
video output that lets any tv set func-
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San Francisco's Civic Auditorium & Brooks Hall
San Francisco Civic Center

Lots of Parking- It's a Weekend

-Dicital Deli •
80 W. EI Camino Real
Mtn View CA 94040
(415)961-2670

Computer PIllS •
1324 S. Mary Av
Sunnyvale CA94087
(408)735-1199

Computerland SF
117 Fremont St
San Francisco CA 94105
(415)546-1592

Computer Connection •
214 California St
San Francisco CA 94111
(415)781-0200

Computerland The Castro •
2272 Market St
San Francisco CA 94114
(415)864-8080

A.I.D.S· .
301 Balboa St
San Francisco CA 94118
(415)221-8500

: Coastal Computers •
986 Monterey St
San Luis Obispo CA94301
(805)543-9310

Electrolabs
930 Emerson
Palo Alto CA 94301
(415)321-5601

Computerland El Cerrito •
11074 San Pablo Av
EI Cerrito CA 94530
(415)233-5010

PC Computers
10166 San Pablo Av
El Cerrito CA 94530
(415)527·6657 '

Byte Shop Fremont •
Glenmoor Shopping Ctr
38256G Glenmoor Dr
Fremont CA 94536
(415)794·8000

Computerland Hayward •
22634 Foothill' Bl
Hayward CA94541
(415)538-8080

Computerland Dublin •
6743 Dublin Bl
Dublin CA 94566
(415)828·8090

MicroSun Computer Ctr
2989 N. Main St
Walnut Creek CA 94596
(415)933·6252

Computerland Walnut Creek •
1815 Ygnacio Valley Rd
Walnut Creek CA 94598
(415)935-6502

Marin Computer Ctr •
70 Skyview Ter #301
San Rafael CA 94903
(415)412-2650

. Affordable Computer Systems •
3400 El Camino Real
Santa Clara CA95051
(408)249-4221

Alltronics
15460 Union Av
San Jose CA 95124
(408)371·3053

Micro Byte Computer •
2626 Union Av
San Jose CA 95125
(408)377-4685

Computerland San Joee •
1077 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd
San JoseCA 95129
(408)253·8080

Santa Rosa Computer Ctr •
604 7th St
Santa Rosa CA 95404
(707)528-6480

Byte Shop
6041 Greenback Ln
citrus Heights CA 95610
(916)961-2983

Computer Store Corvallis •
/' 2015 NW Circle BI .

Corvallis OR 97330
(503)154-0811

Ye Olde Computer Shoppe Inc •.
1301 George Washington Wy
Richland WA 99352
(509)946-3330

1980

Please Clip, and Post

Thorpe Data Systems
22968 Victory Bl
Woodland CA 91367
(213)703·6900

Byte Shop San Dielfo •
8038 Clairmont Mesa Bl
ean Diego CA 92111
(714)565-8008

Computerland •
289 E. Highland
San Bernadino CA 92404
(714)886~6838

MicroXchaage
2031 De La Vina
Santa l\arbara CA 93105
(805)682·1507

Electric Brain
3038 N. Ceder Av

,Fresno CA 93703
(209)227·8479

Zackit Electronics •
350 Del Monte Av
Monterey CA 93940
(408)375-3144

Computerland Belmont
1625-A EI Camino Real
Belmont CA 94002
(415)595-4232

Kepler's Books .I; Magazines·
825~EI Camino Real
Menlo Park CA 94025
(415)324-4321

16,
Sunday

Noon-5pm

.
l,n

15,
Saturday
9am~6pm

Byte Shop SLC •
3616 W-2100 S
Salt Lake City UT 84120
(801)973-4446

Byte Shop Reno •
4104 Kietzke Ln
Reno NV 89502
(702)826-8080

• over 275 exhibits
• over 60 speakers

At Home, in San Francisco

1.4,
Friday

9am-6pm

March

WEST COAST
COMPUTERFAIRE

Avoid Waiting' in Lines
Preregister for' the
Faire

Registration includes
Conference Program & Exh~bitstor all 3 days

Pre-registration available at participating stores.& clubs
At-the-doorregistration." $10

Don't Miss The

Although the Computer Faire,
itself, is not staffed to handle pre
registration directly, it has arranged for
a number of cooperating stores to carry
prereg packets. They are listed below.

The stores prefer. that you drop by
to pick up your prereg- they'd like to
see you and have you see what they have
to offer ("Know your dealer.") However,
should you be unable to do so, severalof
them are accepting mail orders'. . . if
you do the following:
1. Send your mail orderearly. (Remem
ber, the U. S. Snail Service will be han
dling its delivery in"both directions.>
2. Send full payment (phone the store for
their reg fee; by FTC regulations, the
Faire cannot tell them what to charge),
and a stamped, self-addressed, legal-size
envelope.

The stores accepting. mail order
preregistrations are marked in the
following list with an asterisk ..

. Data Domain Schaumburg •
1612 E. Algonquin Rd
Schaumburg IL 60195
(312)397-8700
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. Do you have a dandy micro device, super software,
beautiful book, or other exciting micro product? Why not sell
'em at the Computer Faire?

[Unlike the National Computer Conference and
~ Wescon, the Faire does allow exhibitors to sell from their

booths; as well as exhibiting their products.l
The Faire has just expanded its exhibit area toinclude

more microbooths (for low-budget computer craftspeople) and
more regular booths. While ,they last (all exhibit space is
available on a first-contracted; first-assigned basis),
microbooths are available for $200 and the r-eg\llar booths are
$650-$800 depending on location.

For information on what's left and how to most quickly
contract for it, call 'Git (Marguerite), Sara, or Bob - the
Faire Exhibitor Coordinators- at (415)851-7075.

Hot Micro.Product?
Show it at the Faire

Micro Entrepreneurs:
On t~e Industry List?

• Want timely, accurate, iriside information about the
microcomputer industry and marketplace?

• Would' you like to see the summaries of statistics'
gathered at the Computer Faires? '

• Like to· know the error rates found in 'bingo card'
name lists furnished by various magazines?

• Want to be among the first to receive exhibitor infor
mation -. and thereby best booth choices - for' future
Faires? '

If you are a business person specializing in microcom
puting - dealer, manufacturer, publisher, software producer,
etc. - you can be placed on the industry list maintained by
the Computer Faire. The Faire uses this list to distribute its
newsletters and Exhibitor's ,Prospectus. As a service to the
industry,it also furnishes that list upon request, without cost,

, to the several trade associations serving the.,microcomputing
industry - e.g. the Microcomputer Industry Trade Associ
ation - for distribution of their communications.

To be placed on that list, simplY,send a request on your
letterhead stationary, including your title, to: Computer
Faire, 333 Swett Rd., W,oodside, CA 94062. Ofcourse, there is·
no cost or obligation.
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5th West Coast Computer Faire
Exhibitors, & Bootlls Assignments

(as of 80 .Ian 22)
contracted exhibitors: 165

spaces assigned: 254 (89.1':. *)

DATE _

PHONE <----> _

DEPART {hour/date>

Reservation accepted if received by Feb.
28th accompanied by deposit to cover fir.~t

night's rental.

If requested rate unavailable. next availa
ble will be assigned. Reservations must be
receivpd :W days prior to arrival date in
order to be confirmed. All reservations
received thereafter will be confirmed on
availability only. Rooms will be held until
Spm on day ofarrival unless accompanied
by deposit to cover firM niRht's rental.

Reservations will be held until6pm ofday
ofarrival.

Reservation NQtes

* - By the time the sec appears we should have
begun expanding into the remainin~ half of Brooks
Hall, adding another two rows of booths (l500's},

Sybex, Inc..... ,.......................... 530E
Talos Systems, Inc '........ 311
Taranto & Associlltes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 419C
Taurus Research, Inc ' 114C
T-echnical Systems Consultants. . . . . . . .. .427, 429·
Time Sharing ~sers Group ',' . .. .. 1004
TNW Corporation ,............. 20
,Triac Computer Systems /. .. . .. . . .. 307,309
TSI 507
Village Electronics , 112, 113, 114C
Western Computer Dlrs. Assn. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 226
Western Digital Corporation. .. . . . .. 324, 326
Xymec 421

price
$~~~~~~~~--:.~---:,--

$--------------
$---------------:--$-------------

16,
Sunday

noon-5pm

~~.~
1980 ~

$200-$300

Suite 2
(parlor & 2 bdrms)

ARRIVE <hour/date>

.$1,50~$250

number

15,
Saturday
9am·6pm

ZIP__--.:.. .....--_

FIFTH

Rates are subject to an 8% hotel tax;

Double Suite 1
(double or twin beds) (parlor & 1 bdrm)

$55-$75

$48

.$48·$60

Quality Software. .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. 505C
Quest Electronics. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. 320C, 322
R-Factor Computer Concerns . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1325
Radio Shack ... \ . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 130MQ

. RCA VIP Computer Products. . 625,629, 629E
Robotics Age Magazine ; .. 34
Rothenberg Information Systems 312
Seal-O,Matic;; :.................. 623
Sebree's Home Computers 41
Software Exchange '. . . . . . . . . . . .. 60~C. 610
Software Works, Inc.. ,...................... 30
Southwestern Data Systems. . .. . . . . .. . .. . ... 16
SSM Microcomputer Products .. . . . .. 1329, 1331C
Stoneware ' ,........... 2M
Strobe. Inc. 512, 510
Structured Systems Group .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 223

J

R~eq'uest Form
for

Hotel Reservations

CITY & STATE

Single "-- _
Double ~--------
Suite 1 _
Suite 2 _

14,
Friday

9am-6pm

$45·$65

$38

$40·$52

Single

Please indicate accommodation' choice, and
call or· mail DIRECTLY, to the hotel.

TYPE'OF,ACCOMMODATION DESIRED

Microsoft ..... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 306C
Microsoft Consumer Products " . . .. .30~
MicroSource ;.. 414, 416C. 513, 515C
MicroSun Computer Center :.......... 10M
Microtronix, Inc 1406
MQI Computer Products.. . . . . . . . . . .. .. 110, 111
N N C Electronics. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. ... . .. 1425
NCE/CompuMart .. : '. . .. . . . . 227C
North Star Computers, Inc. 321, 3'23
OsbornelMcGraw-Hi1l . . . . . . . . . .. 520C, 522
People's Computer Co. 410
Personal Software, Inc ,- 509, 511
Philips Test & Measuring Instr . . . . . . . . . .. 1323C
Practical Applications. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 220C
Programma International.. 506C, 605C. 607, 50M
QT Computer Components lric 111~H

3M Co.-Data Recording Products.... . . . .... 1404
6502 Program Exchange /. . . . . . .. 26
MO-D. S. Journal \..... 1122C
A: I.D. S. , Inc... ,........................ 431E
Acorn Software Products, Inc / . . . . .. 313
Advanced Computer Products Inc.. .. .. .. 131MH
Adventure International 1M
Allen Gelder Software , . . 31
Alltronics 1107
Alpha Information Systems •.... _. .. 122M, 1230C
Alpha Supply Company................... 615C
Altos Computer Systems, Inc, 1302Q
American Word,Processing .. 1224, 1226
Apple Orchard 15
Arkemltone, Ina. 319C
Artec Electronics, Inc. 22M~ 230E
Audio-Video Systems 1124
Automated Simulations, Inc. 1227
Bakalinsky Designs & Suns.. . . .. .. 225, 1402

7
.---'- --------------=-------.,..--~- .,..- _

Basic Systems Corporation III
John Bell , . . . . . .. .. 25
Benwill Publishing Corp . .. . . . . ... . ... 141MC
Bits, Inc. . . . . . . . .. 405C, 407
];lyte Industries Inc , . . . .. . . .. 1014C
Byte and OnComputing : .426, 42M, 430
Byte Shop of Hayward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103
California Computer Systems : . .. 524, 526
Carl Dick, Distributor . . . . . . . . . . . 1006, 100MC
Casheab -: 45
Century Electronics . .. . . . . .. . . .. 424
CMC Marketing Corp. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. 602B
Commodore Business Machines Inc. . . . . .. 1123C
CompuMax Associates, Inc. 412
Compumech Electronics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 209C
Computalker Consultants .. ;.......... . . . . .. 52M
Computer Connection 1102Q, 110MQ
Computer Furniture & Accessories .. .. . .. 1322C
Computer Headware 325, 327, 329E
Computer Information Exchange 32M
Computer Plus lOJMC
Computer Store Etc 33
Martha Herman 43
ComputerTEXTile . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 107
ComputerlLaw Journal. ... . .. . .. . . .. ... . .. .. 13
Concord Computer Components.. . .. 1330C, 132M
Corvus Systems; Inc. 206C
Creative Computing. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 514, 516C, 19
Cromemco, Inc 420C, 422,1)19C, 521 HOTEL
.Custom Programming. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 42
Cybernautics .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17
Data Sound _ " . . .. 32
Data Trans, Inc. 215C J k T (l/IQ Eli t l)
Datamation Magazine , J ••••••• 1)27 ac ar, 0 e
Dataspeed Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 210
Davilyn Corporation 22
DMS 35
Delta Products . . . . . . . . . .. 1423C
Design Enterprises of S. F. 24
Diablo Systems, Inc 531E,529
Digital Design , '. .. 1131C
Digital Design Laboratories Inc. . . . . . . . . . . .. 211 Holiday Inn (Civic Ctr)
Digital Research 423
Digital Video Systilms ". .. . . 1223C
dilithium Press 105 San Franciscan
Disco-Tech. ... . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. 1229
Eakins Associates, Inc. 11
Edu-Ware Services, Inc 609
Elcompco . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 140~C

Electrolabs .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1101C, 1103, 1105
Electronic Systems, Furniture Co 432E
Electronic Systems. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 213
Encyclopaedia Britannica ' 330
ESCON Products Inc 1002
Evolution'l ',' , " . .. 620C
Ex-Cell-O CorplRemex Div ,. . .. 1422C
Expansion Products Company... . . .. . .. . .. 12
Falcon Publishing . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 21
Forth Interest Group 102M HOTEL
F. s. I. Distributor's........................ 310
Gimix, Inc " . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. 104 0 Jack Tar: (415)776-8200
Graham-Dorian software Sys Inc .611, 613
Grass Valley Computer Systems.......... 1400C Van Ness &: Geary, S. F., CA 94101
H&E Computronics, Inc. 612, 614C 0 Holiday Inn/Civic Ctr: (415)626.6103
Hayden Book Company, Inc. 619C, 621 50 •8th St, (4425>, S. F. ,CA 94103
Heath Co 622,624, 626C 0 Sari Franciscan: (415)626-8000 .
Helion, Inc.. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 1016
Hobby World Electronics 121MH IMarJtetSt &: Civic Ctr,S. F., CA 94103
Houston Instrument. .. . . . . . .. .. .. 1119C, '
IMSAI Computer Div ~OlB Rooms will be occupied by [Please list those who will share rooms. List additional names on separate sheet. Be sure to
InfoWorld 332E . h" .' l dd] .
Integrated Data Koncepts '......... 23 S OW arrwa s an epartures. :
Interface Age Magazine . . . . . . . . .. .. 21~ 214 " .
International Apple Core 1022C NAME (please print)
Ithaca Intersystems ..... '.' . . . . . . . . .. 316C, 415C
J. Petrovich, Cabinetmaker. . . .. . .. . .. ... 29
Jade Computer P~oducts 1202Q, 120MQ ---------------- -------------'--------------~----------------
Japan Micro Computer Club. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 1225
Jensen Tools, Inc. . . .. . . .. .. . 305C -----'- -----------------.._--'---'--------------------------------....,..-----
JHM Marketing Assoc (Votrax}.. . .. . .. . .. . .. 14
John Wiley & Sons, Inc 425 ------------------- --_-- __
Kilobaud ... , . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 315C
Lafore, Robert , . " .. :.. . . . .. . .. 44 ...., ------------~--------------- --- ---------- -------- _
Leedex Corporation . . .. 523, 525
Macrotroriics ..................••......... 1324
Malibu Design Group Inc.. .... . . .. ... . .. 1000C --------.................-----------------------------------------------------
Marinchip Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 314
Mauro Engineering . '... .. . . . . . .. ... . ... 40~ -------------.;....----- .....--~-------------------_-------
Micro Matrix . . . . . . . . . l1:UC
Micro Technology Unlimited. . . .. . .. . .. 222, 224 ~ ~

Micro-Ap ." ; , 216C
Micro~t." .....................•.......... : 27 ~r ~~l ~e ~~ NA,ME~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_
Microbyte Computer Systems.. .. .. lOlC, 102
Microcomputer Consultant..'l 20~ TITLE
Microcomputer Technology, Inc ,....... 1109C - ..........----.....~-------.......--------------
Microcomputerworld -; '.. 1231C COMPANY
MicroDaSys I'" .•• . ••. •• •••• 1115C ~-----------------------.....:----
MicroNET : ,......... 1125, 1127
Mieropolis Corporation , 411, 413p ~_--"--__'----lADDRESS____:o-------------------------
MicroPro International 409
Microsette Co ' , 406C CITY STATE ~
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